
STORY AT-A-GLANCE

A number of medical experts, scientists and published studies now warn that the COVID shots

reprogram your immune system to respond in a dysfunctional manner. Aside from increasing

vulnerability to infections, this can also result in autoimmune diseases and cancer.

P/zer Shot Reprograms Both Arms of Your Immune System

A paper  posted May 6, 2021, on the preprint server medRxiv reported that the PGzer/BioNTech

COVID jab "reprograms both adaptive and innate immune responses," causing immune depletion.

While they conGrmed the jab "induced effective humoral and cellular immunity against several

SARS-CoV-2 variants," the shot "also modulated the production of inRammatory cytokines by innate

immune cells upon stimulation with both speciGc (SARS-CoV-2) and nonspeciGc (viral, fungal and

bacterial) stimuli."

In other words, we're looking at a horrible tradeoff. You may get some protection against SARS-

CoV-2 and its variants, but you're weakening your overall immune function, which opens the door

wide to all sorts of other health problems, from bacterial, fungal and viral infections to cancer and

autoimmunity.

After the injection, innate immune cells had a markedly decreased response to toll-like receptors 4,

7 and 8 (TLR4, TLR7, TLR8) ligands, while cytokine responses induced by fungi were stronger.

According to the authors, defects in TLR7 have previously been linked to an increased susceptibility

to COVID-19 in young males.

People who were "fully vaccinated," having received two doses of the PGzer shot, also produced

signiGcantly less interferon upon stimulation, and this can hamper the initial innate immune

response against the virus.

Repeated Vaccinations and the Risk of Autoimmunity

Pathogenic infections and cancer are but two potential outcomes of this kind of reprogramming.

Previous research, for example, has linked defects in the immune system to a higher risk of

autoimmune diseases. What's more, it's been shown that antigens in vaccines, speciGcally, can

induce this kind of immune system dysfunction.  As reported in the paper in question:

"Repeated immunization with antigen causes systemic autoimmunity in mice otherwise not

prone to spontaneous autoimmune diseases. Overstimulation of CD4+ T cells led to the

development of autoantibody-inducing CD4+ T (aiCD4+ T) cell which had undergone T cell

receptor (TCR) revision and was capable of inducing autoantibodies.

The aiCD4+ T cell was induced by de novo TCR revision but not by cross-reaction, and

subsequently overstimulated CD8+ T cells, driving them to become antigen-speciGc

cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL).

These CTLs could be further matured by antigen cross-presentation, after which they

caused autoimmune tissue injury akin to systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE). Systemic

autoimmunity appears to be the inevitable consequence of over-stimulating the host's

immune 'system' by repeated immunization with antigen, to the levels that surpass system's

self-organized criticality."

Fast-forward to mid-May 2021, when a study  in the Journal of Clinical Investigations reported that

"SARS-CoV-2 mRNA vaccines induce broad CD4+ T cell responses that recognize SARS-CoV-2

variants and HCoV-NL63." HCoV-NL63 is a human coronavirus associated with the common cold.

"Interestingly, we observed a 3-fold increase in the CD4+ T cell responses to HCoV-NL63

spike peptides after vaccination," the authors stated, adding, "Our results suggest that T

cell responses elicited or enhanced by SARS-CoV-2 mRNA vaccines may be able to control

SARS-CoV-2 variants and lead to cross-protection against some endemic coronaviruses."

What they did not address was that excessive CD4a+ T cell responses could also result in the

development of autoantibodies and autoimmune disease.

COVID Shots May Also Cause More Hazardous Variants

We've long known that leaky or nonsterilizing vaccines can trigger the evolution of more hazardous

viruses.  So far, SARS-CoV-2 variants have mutated into less dangerous versions, which is

fortunate, but the risk of the COVID shots creating a "monster" still remains.

In a February 9, 2021, article,  NPR highlighted this risk, stating that "vaccines could drive the

evolution of more COVID-19 mutants." According to NPR science correspondent Richard Harris, "the

virus is always mutating. And if one happens to produce a mutation that makes it less vulnerable to

the vaccine, that virus could simply multiply in a vaccinated individual."

The Omicron variant appears to have signiGcant resistance against antibodies produced by the

original COVID shots, which is why Omicron infection is being primarily reported in those who have

received the injections.

In 2018, Quanta Magazine detailed how vaccines drive the evolution of pathogens.  I've referenced

that article on previous occasions, as have many others. In response, the editor of Quanta

Magazine added a "disclaimer" dated December 6, 2021, to the article, stating:

"This article from 2018 discusses how leaky vaccines — vaccines that do not reduce viral

replication or transmission to others — can drive the pathogens they target to evolve and

become more virulent. These concerns do not apply to COVID-19 vaccines, because

COVID-19 vaccines signiGcantly reduce coronavirus replication and transmission, reducing

the chance that mutations occur and variants arise ..."

That statement is clearly false, as studies have repeatedly shown the COVID shots are in fact leaky.

They do not "signiGcantly reduce" viral replication or transmission, as the editor claims. Quite the

opposite.

People who have received one or more COVID shots have been found to harbor higher viral loads

than the unvaccinated, and Israel (which appears to have the best tracking and monitoring) reports

that the worst COVID cases are in those who are fully vaxxed.

December 6, 2021, Newsweek  reported a COVID outbreak among "fully vaccinated" hospital staff

in Spain. After a Christmas dinner with more than 170 fully vaxxed health care workers in

attendance, nearly 70 of them tested positive for COVID. Some reported mild symptoms. Daniel

Horowitz pointed out the editor's false note in a December 9, 2021, Blaze post:

"Leaky vaccines are worse than no vaccine at all. That is the unmistakable conclusion one

would derive from a May 2018 article in Quanta magazine, a top scientiGc publication,

about the unsuccessful attempts to create vaccines for HIV, malaria, and anthrax that aren't

leaky and don't run the risk of making the pathogens more dangerous.

Yet now that we are seeing such a microbiological Frankenstein play out in real life and

people like Dr. Robert Malone have been citing this article to raise red _ags about the leaky

COVID shots, Quanta magazine took the unprecedented step of slapping an editor's note on

an article three and a half years later to get people to stop applying it to the leakiest

vaccine of all time."

COVID Shots Stop Working Within a Few Months

A study in the New England Journal of Medicine, published December 9, 2021, also conGrms that

whatever protection you get from the PGzer COVID shot is short in duration. As explained by the

authors:

"In December 2020, Israel began a mass vaccination campaign against coronavirus disease

2019 (Covid-19) by administering the BNT162b2 vaccine, which led to a sharp curtailing of

the outbreak.

After a period with almost no cases of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2

(SARS-CoV-2) infection, a resurgent Covid-19 outbreak began in mid-June 2021. Possible

reasons for the resurgence were reduced vaccine effectiveness against the delta

(B.1.617.2) variant and waning immunity.

We used data on conGrmed infection and severe disease collected from an Israeli national

database for the period of July 11 to 31, 2021, for all Israeli residents who had been fully

vaccinated before June 2021.

We used a Poisson regression model to compare rates of conGrmed SARS-CoV-2 infection

and severe Covid-19 among persons vaccinated during different time periods, with

stratiGcation according to age group and with adjustment for possible confounding factors.

Among persons 60 years of age or older, the rate of infection in the July 11-31 period was

higher among persons who became fully vaccinated in January 2021 (when they were Grst

eligible) than among those fully vaccinated 2 months later, in March (rate ratio, 1.6 ...)

Among persons 40 to 59 years of age, the rate ratio for infection among those fully

vaccinated in February (when they were Grst eligible), as compared with 2 months later, in

April, was 1.7 ... Among persons 16 to 39 years of age, the rate ratio for infection among

those fully vaccinated in March (when they were Grst eligible), as compared with 2 months

later, in May, was 1.6 ...

The rate ratio for severe disease among persons fully vaccinated in the month when they

were Grst eligible, as compared with those fully vaccinated in March, was 1.8 ... among

persons 60 years of age or older and 2.2 ... among those 40 to 59 years of age ...

These Gndings indicate that immunity against the delta variant of SARS-CoV-2 waned in all

age groups a few months after receipt of the second dose of vaccine."

Two Doses Aren't Enough

Earlier this year, vaccine makers and health authorities said the shots were about 95% effective and

if enough people got the shots, normalcy would be restored. We now know that was a false

promise. The goal post was moved back with the emergence of Delta and then Omicron, for which

we're now told we need a third booster.

December 13, 2021, Reuters  reported that British scientists have concluded "two-dose COVID-19

vaccine regimens do not induce enough neutralizing antibodies against the Omicron coronavirus

variant," and that "increased infections in those previously infected or vaccinated may be likely."

'Just Deal With' Booster Shots, Fauci Says

When in mid-December 2021, Dr. Anthony Fauci was asked if Americans should expect annual

COVID boosters, he replied in the ahrmative, saying that Americans will "just have to deal with" the

prospect of getting boosters at regular intervals.  So, in essence, Fauci wants us to accept that

booster deGciency is the reason why the COVID-19 "pandemic" continues.

Clearly, that is not the case. The real reason COVID is still an issue is because Fauci and the

medical establishment have suppressed viable early treatments. If early treatment was the norm,

COVID would rapidly become a distant memory.

“ As predicted over a year ago, we're now on an
injection treadmill with no end in sight, and every
single dose carries the risk of serious side effects,
up to and including permanent disability and
death. The only scientifically sound way out of this
failed experiment is to stop. No more boosters.”

Instead, the captured U.S. Food and Drug Administration granted emergency use authorization to

novel gene transfer technologies that don't work like conventional vaccines in that they don't

prevent infection and spread, thus creating an evil cycle of new vaccine-resistant variants. As

demonstrated by James Lyons-Weiler (in a now broken weblink), the more we vaccinate, the higher

the COVID caseload.

Weiler's graph looks very much like that in a September 30, 2021, study  in the European Journal of

Epidemiology, which found that the higher the vaccination rate in a given area, the higher the COVID

case rate.

Dr. Chris Martenson discusses this Gnding in the video below. As noted by Martenson, "the line

goes the wrong way," meaning the more heavily "vaccinated" a population is, the worse things get.

As predicted over a year ago, we're now on an injection treadmill with no end in sight, and every

single dose carries the risk of serious side effects, up to and including permanent disability and

death. The only scientiGcally sound way out of this failed experiment is to stop. No more boosters.

Fortunately, it seems most Americans are starting to catch on, and so far, the fearmongering

around Omicron has not resulted in a rush for boosters.  According to an Axios/Ipsos poll

conducted December 10 through December 13, 2021, 67% of unvaccinated respondents said

Omicron makes no difference in their decision of whether to get vaccinated; 19% said it makes

them more likely while 11% said it makes them less likely to get the shot.

Among respondents who already had received one or two doses, 59% said Omicron makes no

difference in their decision to get a third dose; 36% said it makes them more likely and 5% said it

makes them less likely to get it.

Considering the shots have been shown to deregulate your immune function, it would be wise to

"just say no" to further boosters. Should you develop symptoms of SARS-CoV-2 infection,

remember there are safe and effective early treatment protocols, including the I-MASK+  and I-

MATH+,  protocols, which are available for download on the COVID Critical Care website in multiple

languages. Other protocols that have great success are:

The AAPS protocol

Tess Laurie's World Council for Health protocol

America's Frontline Doctors

Dr. Peter McCullough's Ambulatory Treatment of COVID-19

This is a load of information to review, especially if you are fatigued and sick with COVID or have a

family member struggling. After reviewing all of these protocols, I believe the Front Line COVID-19

Critical Care Alliance's protocol is among the easiest to follow. Below is a summary of that protocol,

with minor amendments.
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“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a new

social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.
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Dr.Steven
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Imagine if the quantiGable, evidence-based information in this (and many other) articles by Dr. Mercola were widely cited in "the

media": the corrupt, globalist massive vaccination programs would be halted immediately based on public outrage. Yet, as the

example from Quanta magazine attests, the massive bias and censorship efforts to control access to information reveals the

desperation of the immoral zealots behind this destructive global effort.

Since my last post, the college where I teach (Medical Ethics, among other courses) imposed a "mandate." After going through the

humiliating process of seeking a Religious Exemption (at a Catholic college!), I now must submit my weekly tests at my own expense

(always negative). I tried in vain to communicate alternative information, including articles and videos, to our "task force" in

encouraging them not to impose a mandate--to no avail. Now we wait to see if the "boosters" will be mandated.

A vaccinated colleague--I'm the only unvaccinated person on the faculty--told me she will not take the boosters. This, along with the

massive breakthrough cases of "omicron," may be a turning point to wake people up. Positively, massive protests continue throughout

the world and Gnally in the USA. Let's pray the Supreme Court will overturn Biden's unconstitutional mandate in the coming weeks,

which will give momentum to the movement to overcome this tyranny. Thanks again, Dr. Mercola.
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Right, Dr. Stevens! If the mainstream had put out all the advice that Dr.  Mercola has put out in the same order, beginning in

February or March of 2020, we would have had a rapid spread of herd immunity, a happy population that could see in the

statistics that herd immunity was enveloping  the whole nation, and everyone would already start feeling free and seeing that

the epidemic was soon to be over. Not only that, a whole nation would have adopted healthy eating practices and be conGdent

that they were stronger than ever to resist any kind of infections, including the Ru and the common cold. Quite a stark contrast

and amazing difference in the total cost to humanity, both Gnancially and emotionally is depicted in this little proposed scenario.

Thanks for bringing this up.
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Yes, Dr. Mercola should feel honored to be such an inRuencer.  In my group is an infectious disease nurse.  She came out to us

that she won't get the booster.  She started with migraines and now is cognizant of something else going on that has told her

this is a vaccine injury.  My heart goes out to her, she was on the front lines watching people die... and with our group (about 17

of us, 3 out of the 15 are vax'd) sharing and talking about the idiot ways of the world right now - she was the one I wanted to get

through to the most - but not like that.  Another nurse in the group was able to get a religious exemption even though she works

for a federal site.   Strange times.  Spoke volumes to me that people are happy to quit if forced to make this very

unconstitutional choice ... I wish I were in a free country where the president protected the very foundations the country was

built on.
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Correct Dr Stevens, I am so glad I have been a follower of Dr.Mercola's advice for years. The world would be a safer place

without MSM spouting out propaganda and causing fear among the population  and advertising jabs. Some people who have

been vaxxed have caught on and are not listening to BBC and the other news channels now and are going to avoid getting the

booster, hopefully some are waking up.
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Sure, why not? Keep doin something that obviously doesn't work..isn't that the deGnition of stupid?  When those exposed w

natural immunity, kids w zero risk and now a mild omicron spook get more mandates at a time when herd immunity should be in

place..WTF? I'm not surprised given all the phony wars, toxic industry, mass extinctions, crappy entertainment and lousy music.

They fed the kids Frosted Flakes who grew up to become what they ate; frosted Rakes!
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One really big yuppers to all the comments! MSNBC - Bad Bird Billy Gate's Bullhorn, just saying.
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Forbidden - hi there - "frosted Rakes" - the jingle goes like this - "don't be a FAKE  / go play in the virtual snow/ nothing beats the

FAKE / make believe is the Frosted Flake on the cake of LIFE" - "son, what do you want to become when you grow up??? - a

FROSTED FLAKE dad"
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Sadly this was never about a "virus" but a preplanned conspiracy to unleash a "weaponized" (with spike protein) pathogen to

create, with the help of the media, fear, panic and chaos in order to enable Fauci's "dream" of getting people to take vaccines of

all sorts... Additionally, the global elitists saw the opportunity to impose their "new world order" through election fraud that

enabled them to get Trump out of ohce once and for all...... Another "opportunity" this "virus" offered was to provide the cabal

that run the Central Banks "cover" to hide the fact that their decades old encomic system that enriched them at the expense of

us, the people, was failing and there were no wars (that they created) to blame it on.  

They had hoped the "virus" would have shut down the economy for years, Gnally crashing the present system and enabling them

to usher in a "new system" which if implemented will enslave humanity (what is left of it after the shots Gnally killed millions

globally) and allow them to steal our property, liberty, and enrich them even further, while whomever is left will "serve"

them.....and be controlled by them.  Very sick indeed but the hope we have and which the Bible clearly outlines is that THEY

WILL LOSE.  Because of the sacriGce of God's Son, Jesus Christ, this evil will be confronted (in God's timing) and banished

forever from the Earth.....  The battle has already been won....God never loses.
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only a Rake would fake it    :) or  is it.. .. the Rakes get to fake it ?
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Thank you, thank you for this truth Dr. Steven, and Dr. Mercola for this great information, that I will share with many.
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You're a brave man! Thank you for Gghting for true health and freedom. It's based me how most academics are bought into the

narrative and incapable of questioning and debating anything. Good luck and I wish you my best !
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Medical Ethics were thrown out the window this past year.  What an eye-opener it has been for many of us.
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It is absolutely ridiculous to expect you to be constantly tested despite the fact these jabs do nothing to hinder the spread of the

disease, and only offer temporary protection against symptoms for a certain interval.   In a few years time, people will be

denying they ever supported this atrocity, but it will be hard for the administrators to hide.  Many will be pleading they were "just

taking orders."
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Dr Steven, thank you for telling us your true story. How disheartening...but only for now. I fully and truly believe that the world is

going to wake up, fast, and already is. I mean, consider the side effects, the deaths, they are going to "Get it". Already there are

marches for the vaccine-killed, what if there were also marches for the vax injured? Anyway I know from experience in life,

having watched many people break their denial, that tragically when there is emotional pain/suffering, that is how people wake

up. They will. And when they do there will be a tsunami of spiritual energy that the powers that be will Not be able to stand up to,

no matter the censorship.  I know already, people are starting to "Get it". At the grocery store, at the bank, people are talking.

"Oh  yeah, I am starting to wonder if they are going to run out of Greek letters soon and will have to say Alpha One, Gamma

Two...." said one of those people just casually behind a checkout counter. Another similar person in a similar situation: "Oh yea, I

knew all along it was a fraud because it's all about dying from the coronavirus right now". I like the acronym THAW: Time Heals

All Wounds. Things thaw, we thaw, society will thaw. Right now they are frozen, Gxated. That will change. Probably soon. My

best and wishes for a happy new year, we shall overcome! Much hope to all, and thank you again Dr Steven for always being on

the right side of  the street and posting your important message here! Blessings.
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DrSteven and all friends here, I want to suggest again, as reminder, that if we send copies of RFK and Dr Mercola's books to

school Parent-teacher Associations, and to college newsletter editors, that we can  help in a very strategic way to break through

the media blackout. Both cross sectors talk and wake up multiple cross sectors in society. Further, the PTAs have a lot of

political clout  (health departments). Send multiples of copies to several Board members so *somebody* is assured to read it.

We can overcome! With good strategy. Let us be part of the solution. Education is key to spawning change. God bless.
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Thank you Dr. Steven - If anyone was unsure why these entities are coming after the children - here's the answer from RFK jr:

twitter.com/.../1475791906693124099
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Thank you for commenting.
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Mirandola, I agree I bought extra copies of RFK's book and gave it to my local representative as a Christmas present.  I asked

her to read the chapters on the suppression of Ivermectin and Hydroxychloroquine if she was too busy to read the lot.  However

once you are in to that book it is very dihcult to put down.  I also bought a copy for my friend who is a doctor and I'm giving

another to a local politician.  How can you argue against this well written and referenced book?
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What puzzles me is why so many turn a blind eye to their own health and well being. Do they not care if a horrible mutant strain

decimates the population? Does the editing staff of Quanta think they are immune? Unless they're among the elitists they too

will suffer from the scenario they dismiss. They may even die.
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People might recall Tiffany Dover, the nurse who was promoting the covid shot on TV who passed out just a few moments after being

vaccinated.  What happened next was shrouded in mystery.  Until now.  WARNING:  This short video is upsetting.

 twitter.com/.../1475238687508156417
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh my word! :(
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Newlands, I researched this. I had heard talk of the fact that Tiffany Dover had stopped posting to her facebook page, and that

she had died. Was it true? Then I saw a death certiGcate with her name on it. Was it true? So I researched further. Sorry I no

longer have the links and I don't have it in me at this moment to Gnd them again, I will let people do so, themselves. Here is what

I found out: A) There was a death announcement B) I looked up the town: Tiffany Dover lived within 20-40 minute drive from the

hospital where she worked (veriGed on Google Maps). Was this someone coincidentally with the same name, same town? It

seems unlikely, but could happen.  Yet, the combination of facts, and that she stopped posting, would indeed point to her death,

when combining all of the above.

C) Now here is what is JUST SICKENING. The hospital continued their advertizing of this death shot, whose doctors themselves

caught Tiffany Dover in her fall to the Roor. Yet, the ads continued, and they placed a model in Tiffany Dover's place, who looked

like her. Yet, I looked more closely, behind her mask were dark eyes not blue like Nurse Tiffany's, and the hair was shorter and

thinner. The woman otherwise did look like Tiffany Dover, who had been the supervising nurse.

How can people be so calloused and heartless? How can the doctors Gnd it in themselves to continue such an ad and go so far

as to have their own hospital nurses advertizing alongside the posing counterfeit of the deceased supervising RN? This is just

SICKENING. I would think the doctors and nursing staff would refuse. Paid off evidently, but how much is money worth to them?

Apparently, a lot more than the deaths they are promoting, and quite knowingly so. Every single one of them who participated

and organized this, needs to be permanently imprisoned. Talk about false and misleading claims where the result is death, and

knowingly so! Right on camera and in person, with their 'Beloved" nurse (do they care?) Whew.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here, compare the real Tiffany Dover with the posing counterfeit person, alongside hospital nursing staff. Look closely at the

eye color, forehead shape, eye sockets and other details.

prepareforchange.net/2021/01/11/nurse-shows-up-on-death-records-days-a..    On the other side of the aisle, Reuters denied

the death and showed footage of Tiffany Dover saying after she fainted, that she hyper responds to pain and passes out on the

spot. Oh really? That is why they had her taking the shot on public TV, because she is inclined to faint on the spot? Seems

suspicious to me, sounds like a lie. Is it my browser, or are these Glms embedded in the Reuters report redacted? Please post,

thank you www.reuters.com/article/uk-factcheck-vaccine-genocide-idUSKBN28S2F5
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Mirandola:  Yes. It is terribly upsetting, and gives a clear indication of what lengths those behind this agenda will go to and

what pressure they will bring to bear on medical staff who are just too frightened to speak out.  This, in microcosm,  is what we

are facing globally, but revelations like this will hopefully wake more people up.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

hi there Newlands - this video and its contents are the Smoking Gun that those who are about to DIE ignore at their own PERIL -

it is BEYOND SICK - words fail me - the viewing of this video must become Mandatory - if you value life - but if you think that life

is a used snotrag then don't bother
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah, yeah, yeah, The hospital in Chatanooga, TN tried 2x to make this story go away. The reported death certiGcate was never

veriGed.  We will not get to the bottom of this, and online posters are keeping this story alive to garner more readers. Please

Keep distractions at bay, its about harms suffered by children these days.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wondered what had happened to her, as well, and the ohcial story did not add up.  It's as expected.  But I wouldn't be surprised

if the family wasn't just paid, but given an offer they couldn't refuse.  As for the other participants in the hoax at the hospital,

they still probably believed the jab to be the lesser risk, and belief, however erroneous, trumps reason almost always, so it

probably wasn't too dihcult to convince them it was "for the greater good".   At least then.  Some may not believe any more.
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GreekPrincess77
Joined On 4/22/2012 6:08:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I heard she passed away then they said that was debunked and she wasn’t.
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi there Stan. Couldn't agree with you more.  The positive side is that hopefully it will act as another truth-bomb damaging their

vile psychopathic Mengele-style agenda.

Hi rrealrose;  Not a distraction if it triggers a lot more people to push back against the jab agenda.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Newlands - how very sad
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rrrealrose, I was just going to edit my post as I did Gnd COUNTY death records bearing the name Tiffany Dover.  Everybody

please see the link I provided in my second  post and compare the images of the real Tiffany Dover with her replacement posing

as her. From blue to dark brown eyes, heh? Overnight? I guess the shot really has some magical powers.....
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HealthiestChoices
Joined On 11/30/2009 10:05:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi, NewlandsWanderer~  Seeing something like this is almost unbelievable, and with the cover-up makes it even more so. The

people involved should all be in prison. I'm a senior citizen and well remember the 'old days' when doctoring was SO much

different.  The doctors, nurses, and hospital staff were caring, helpful individuals.  Doctors in our town still made house calls.

Thing is, back then, it wasn't a '''business''' with them, and they weren't involved with (and getting richer) from all the ABC

companies like now.  I'm not saying all traditional doctors are uncaring, but even if they are the empathetic type, their hands are

tied.
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi HealthiestChoices - Thanks for your post.  I totally empathise with what you wrote.  Everything seems to have changed for

the worst over the past few years - where certain organisations "know the price of everything and the value of nothing".  Good

doctors become part of a system and can't really step out of line.  They appear to think they have a pill for every ill.  The bigger

the organisations - the further away they are from front line care.  Let's hope the stranglehold of Big Pharma can be broken so

doctors can once again prescribe the right medicine for the right person, at the right time without Big Brother Pharma looking

over their shoulders.
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msrite
Joined On 4/12/2011 7:47:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Newlands, I think the linked video is not truthful. Here is a signed and notarized document pertaining to a mortgage recorded

this August in Alabama, with her signature on it. i.imgur.com/MxgFHcV.png
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow. I saw that on livestream. The Daily Wire. This is like living in a sci G/horror Rick. I'd rather watch this than live it.
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HealthiestChoices
Joined On 11/30/2009 10:05:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi NewlandsWanderer~  Thank you for your response.  Your comment about a pill for everything is so true.  I remember years

ago when doctors, lawyers, etc. weren't allowed to advertise, and I believe it was the lawyers who Grst won their case in the

Supreme Court. Since then, we've been inundated with ads that 'can cure everything.' The early Prevention Magazines (Rodale

Press) were packed full of excellent information and tips about supplements, organic foods, etc.

I always looked forward to articles by Dr. Jonathan Wright. Then when Robert Rodale was killed in Russia in 1990 in an auto

accident,  his wife took over for awhile, eventually (I heard) selling it to the American Medical Assn. :-(  I had quit our

subscriptions but saw them in stores with every other page full of some drug or related items.  In checking the info. there were

several children and grandchildren who remained in top positions, but it still was never the same.  

I never felt drugs should be advertised on TV, as someone with an ailment is advised to 'ask their doctor' how this pill can help

their problem, and there are pills for anything imaginable - so many the doctors cannot possibly keep up with them all. Listening

to the side effects on those ads takes longer than the rest of the commercial. I'm not sure Big Pharma could ever be broken, but

the old saying goes, "The bigger they are, the harder they fall" and they are deGnitely big...! It never hurts to hope. Happy New

Year to you and all.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There's a movie out right now called Don't Look Up.  Last night, I was informed that this movie is totally about society and Covid.   Now

- I went a looked all that up, and it's not.. but people are saying it totally could be!  Easily.  If you are so twisted and demented that you

can't research for yourself what the heck is going on with these shots, then I feel sorry for ya.   Denial is ludicrous to me, but why

should I be surprised?  I think some folks are happy for this pandemic.  I think it might be part of the psyops ... "Here you go, society,

we're taking control and we'll hold your hand and walk you every step of the way..." over the cliff. Where's my bullhorn?!  IT'S NOT

WORKING.   How can we do this better?  How can we end this?  How can we save lives instead of losing them?    Who's in charge of

this stupid EUA?  

Did I mention that my friend was diagnosed and two days into HELL with covid and an out of the box doctor gave her both Hydroxy and

Ivermectin with a Zpack ... she was better THE NEXT DAY.   The next day!   Also, a senior citizen male was way into diagnosed covid

pneumonia - to the point where people were scared and threatening to take him to the hospital (which you don't want to do because

their only solution is the poison of Remdesivir and ventilator) ... sooooo when our town veterinarian learned of this, he came over with

a nebulizer and HP, but no iodine, and administered treatment.  It took a couple days - but the Grst day's treatment made him

signiGcantly better.  So let's review: hahahah .... there are things out there and we are witness to them working.  So that makes the EUA

an offence now.  Right?  It's gotta go!  Get on it Brandon!
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cacomom
Joined On 10/11/2013 6:53:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We watched “Don’t Look Up”. Christmas night. I thought it was about Covid and society too. I was surprised that it was allowed

to be aired until I read it wasn’t really…but it really could have been.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Belief is a very powerful force, so why should we not expect denial?   Most people cannot comprehend this sort of evil and

(among those who mean well) negligence.   But the sinister grins of Fauci and Gates every time they talk about this tell all.
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davidle
Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I use to go to my friend who was a vet when I got sick. I wish he was still here.
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Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How about a movie in which a bunch of governments say there are comets coming to earth and all citizens must be protected in

these shelters provided for them? Nobody sees anything different in the skies, but the media and government experts say the

comets are fast approaching. Dissenting astronomers get censored and threatened. Panic ensues and is inRamed by the Gov,

Media, Hollywood, Celebrity Science Guys, Corporations making the shelters and supplies to shelter people in. A couple indie

journalists get a call from an anonymous whistle blower saying that 90% of the shelters are meant to self-destruct with a

corresponding segment of the population inside. Further investigation shows that none of the government, media,

philanthrocapitalists or celebrities plan on sheltering from the comets they keep warning about. And the man masterminding

the scenario is a radical depopulationist and admirer of Malthusian philosophy....
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cacomom - right?  I fell asleep so I didn't get to see the ending... been doing that a lot since this plandemic started LOL -

balhawk - that was such a huge tipoff to me - the fact that there would be only one narrative allowed.  There's never just one way
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to do anything - so why would this be any different?  Smart people should KNOW THIS!

davidle -  :( I'm sorry.

rensmith - that is so on point, anyone see a problem with that?  I mean - think!!  Can't anyone think about the numerous factors

literally showing us this is a giant FARCE?  Come on!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/29/2021 3:18:44 AM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These vaccines are constantly "tinkering" with the immune system and altering it.  How many times can you "rewire" an organism

before you "short circuit" and eliminate certain vital pathways and processes?   Why is anyone surprised when the repeatedly

traumatized immune system breaks down and no longer functions as the Creator intended? Those who study history know that too

frequent vaccinations have weakened a person and resulted in deaths.  That is how Dr. Edward Jenner, "The Father of Vaccination",

killed his own son.  He Ggured if one jab was good, more were better.  For this, there was a statue erected of him! Even some

veterinarians are protesting too frequent vaccination schedules for pets.

One thing I recall from my studies was a quote, "You do not improve health by introducing "Glth" into the body.  This was in reference to

vaccines. We are told to "trust the science".  Yet, this is the same science that cannot tell the hens from the roosters because simple

things have become so politicized. I cannot trust the science because the data is not reliable and "the experts" have no credibility.  So,

instead, I must trust my observations and experience.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes - that's the way - observation.  I've seen enough to know better.  Why haven't others?  Are they not looking, are all their

friends vaxxed so they're not looking? I would like to see more people interested in their blood panels. The panel run should be

the AIDS panel - boy, if that doesn't speak volumes.  Apparently one size Gts all for everything.  You notice how it's assumed you

need a booster, but we really don't know.   I still think it's strange it's not happening in a doctor's ohce.   Come get your roadside

one size Gts all shot.  How cold should those things be kept?  Yikes!
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clanharwood
Joined On 1/17/2008 7:05:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ALMOND: this is off-topic and I hope you don’t mind but you seem to be quite knowledgable in subjects  like this.  I’m getting a

very small parcel of land (1/2 acre) next year and I am wondering if for nutrition or feasibility or another unknown reason, is it

better to build a greenhouse on the property where I can grow fruits and vegetables all year long (if I’m not mistaken?)  or do I

plant gardens directly into the land ( like humankind has done for millennia)  does that produce better fruits & vegs or does a

greenhouse?
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Shepard505
Joined On 7/26/2018 10:09:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wirh dogs, no other species has been breed into such different sizes and shapes. Antibiotics, dewormers, and even child dose

size Covid shots all take size into consideration. It seems wrong to me that 10 pound dogs and 150 pound dogs get the same

dose.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond, was starting to listen to Dr. Suzanne Humphries in a 2017 video talk about toxic adjuvants being used...adding to

overall toxic load or burden. And yes, running the same immune response pathway will desensitize it over time.  

Dr Bhakdi in one link I posted today, teaches how spike proteins enter the lymph system and T-regulatory cells residing in lymph

nodes are being killed-off, allowing for viral re-emergence, including EBV - herpes, shingles, cancers, and more. Then there's the

CD-147 pathway being triggered, seriously affecting heart, blood clotting and more - without any spike binding required!

(Datadragon posted this on the second post today.)

So you can chose a few or see a wide array of possible dangers lurking; combined easily associating these shots as

bioweapons, slow-kill shots...
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That is exactly it, trusting one's own observations and experience.  When people as if I believe something, I tell them I believe

NOTHING, my point of view is based on my own research, observations, and experience, seeing what adds up best, and is

always subject to change.  THIS is science, not the belief in a consensus of "experts" who are in fact mostly shills or dupes.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You need to consider whether you will garden intensively in either case, maximizing your opportunities. What is your climate?

Will you need to pay to heat a greenhouse? How fertile is your soil? In general, I think planting in the ground is most bountiful.

However, make sure you have enriched your soil and it is well-drained.  We do a bit of both, but I enjoy taking much of the winter

off when it turns extremely cold.  Gardening year around can be exhausting if you are in a 4-season climate.  It is nice to have a

break.  I only use the greenhouse to extend my seasons a bit.

We are still eating "fresh" food from cold storage at this time of year--green tomatoes still turning red, potatoes, carrots, onions,

garlic, shallots, squash, crock pickles, cabbages.  I may have picked my last mustard greens and kale this week, too.  Wild

mushrooms done a week or 2 ago.  Cold storage food will carry us into spring.  It is not yet necessary to rely entirely on dried,

canned and frozen foods. At that time, I will start growing bean sprouts and microgreens, too.  The earliest spring foods will be

morels (if we do not Gnd other mushrooms over the winter), salad greens and rhubarb.

As part of your planning, include fruit trees.  I Gnd that self-pollinating apple trees and Italian Pune trees are very practical as

they are hardy, versatile for preserving and in recipes.  Granny Smith is a good self-pollinating variety if you can only grow one

variety.  Otherwise, if you can have a larger orchard, consider matching heirloom tree varieties with their preferred pollinators

and make sure the trees blossom during the same season to make sure they get pollinated.  Rhubarb keeps on giving, but you

will prob prefer a pollinator.  What kinds of berries grow best in your climate.  If blueberries, buy the largest bushes you can

afford as they grow slowly.  Do not overlook gleaning and foraging. Do you have a green thumb? What can you grow indoors? A

citrus tree? Window sill
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

clanharwood... Here is an observation about heirloom apple trees you may Gnd helpful. The sweetest apple varieties are not

usually good keepers as the sugars ferment and spoil. Summer apples are often best for applesauce and baking/pies. Harder,

crisper apples keep better.  These ripen later in the season.  Make sure your growing season is long enough to harvest apple

varieties you choose. If you grow heirlooms, Gnd out what they were traditionally used for.  Many were grown for cider as it was

easy to preserve apples this way.  Do not expect a cider apple to be a good lunchbox apple. Many heirloom apples do not

develop their full sugars for a month or 2 in storage as sugars develop and they ripen further.   The only hybrid apple I grow is

Summerred.  Best summer apple I have ever seen. Crab apples are good pollinators for many varieties.  You may want to learn

about Whitneys and some of the red-Reshed Siberian apples.
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californiawoman
Joined On 5/5/2010 5:13:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@clanharwood.  I'll reply until Almond sees your post.   I would say it depends.  If you have extreme winds hail and snow, only a

solid (expensive) greenhouse will withstand the weather. I'm not sure if you would even enjoy gardening in freezing

temperatures within the greenhouse either unless it was fortiGed with heat. A greenhouse might come in handy heading toward

spring when you want to protect seeds and seedlings  from the last days of frost.  In the summer, depending on where you live,

the greenhouse may be too hot to grow vegetables.
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've come up with  new name for the jab.  If someone inquires if I've had the 'vaccination'.. I reply 'it's an installation'.  Installing a

program in my body to program spike production and millions of little routers to hook up to 5G?... Certainly sounds like an installation

to me no thanks!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here are two brief videos from Dr Bhakdi I found yesterday, upsetting, (and not for the faint of heart):  - - - "Dr. Bhakdi: The mRNA

"Vaccines" Are Killing Us" - www.bitchute.com/.../vgN24aPAvfSB   - - - "Dr. Bhakdi Explains Basic Immunology" -

www.bitchute.com/.../LD5OGWF71Vsg  

Top EU pathologist Gnding autoimmune reactions occurring within key human organs? Viral reactivation, including cancers and the

possibility of TB being reactivated? What's not to like?  This virology game of hide and go seek needs to end before there's no humans

left on the planet.
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Dharrahhil
Joined On 8/19/2021 8:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Didn't Goldman Sachs just have a TB outbreak? Hmm
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dharrahhill - Don't know about Goldman Sachs, do know Dr Bhakdi talks about a woman Gghting for her life.

This is one of the more important, discussing use of US govt spending to study what??: "Why No Studies On Natural Immunity?

~ Congressman Jim Jordan at a Select Subcommittee - www.bitchute.com/.../Q6i9jcNpPpEg
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow, that IS disturbing.  It is indeed horrifying to think so many of my family and friends are going to deteriorate in such

miserable ways and die.  There is even hardly any point sharing it, because those who need it will simply be in denial.
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks rrealrose, Great warnings from Dr Bhakdi.  An adoptive daughter in my family freaking about the "Omicron" variant.

Thinks the vaccines are safe - in spite of evidence presented.  Simply won't look at anything that doesn't chime with the "ohcial

narrative".  Clearly the combination of global fear-mongering and mass brainwashing has brought about mass psychosis. It's a

dichotomy between those who have lost their minds to tyranny and those who have listened to truth speakers like Dr Bhakdi.

 Mark Twain was absolutely right when he said " It is easier to fool people than to convince them that they have been fooled."

 Crazy times!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Newlands and everyone else: Caught this from Dr. Harvey Risch on Fox - HOW MANY (buried?) studies have shown that natural

immunity is equal to or better than these synthetic shots? Here's a link:

www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/vaccine-hazards-likely-greater-than-h..
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi rrealrose - Just saw this on Twitter - Robert F Kennedy Jr explaining the main reason why the jabbers are coming after the

children: twitter.com/.../1475791906693124099
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Newlands,  Scroll down your Twitter feed just a bit and Gnd the Peter McCullough posting. I clipped his text here, the article

he cites is amazing:  "Peter McCullough, MD @P_McCulloughMD  5h Omicron game-changer, mild brief without major systemic

invasion, escapes natural, vaccinated, and monoclonal antibodies.  Explained by heavily mutated RBD on S1.  Will induce

additional immunity to new Spike and 26 additional proteins including nucleocapsid;  "Natural Booster"
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Yeoj56
Joined On 2/26/2018 8:52:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m an RN, obtained a religious exemption at NCDHHS & was subjected to 2x weekly testing, no cost to me. I was required to upload

my results to the state, which I did. Always negative since this farce began. They began to harass/discriminate against me in many

ways. I QUIT. I will try to Gnd employment part time next year. I refuse to take vaccines, boosters or tests. I will pay my bills regardless.

To HELL with this psy-op. I watched my 2 aunts have MAJOR illnesses & surgery within a month of the jab & they are both very weak &

trying to recover. This thing is pure EVIL.
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LittleDogLeslie
Joined On 10/8/2021 6:24:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeoj56- I'm with you. I've worked in social work/ therapist departments in hospitals, clinics, medical and psych settings, etc for

30+ years. Been refusing vax since I was negatively impacted by them 30 years ago, did some research, and stopped. Started

using homeopathy and natural treatments with beneGt. I am weary from Gghting the system every year at 'vax time'. I am weary

from Gghting the veterinarians for my dogs' health through the years. The mRNA vaxs are the last straw for me. My professional

'retirement' is effective 12.30.21. When I return to part-time working after a few months off, it will not be in any way related to

this broken violent system.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is not reading for those who are timid or easily offended.  You can skip it.   I will predict the future based on lessons from history.

 You will understand why the tyrant-wanna-bes are now acting in desperation and fear.  They understand their time is short. I have said

people should prepare for things to get much worse.  This is what I predict for the next few years.  Prepare for the struggle—each

family unit must be strong and as self-reliant as possible.  However, I have not gone further, to say things will eventually get better, too.

I believe there are heroes among us.  

Many more than we presently realize.  They live in the shadows until the most dire times and emerge when they are needed. As many

people who have read my posts know, I have greatly admired the struggle of the British people during WWII—esp. the Londoners.

 Imagine the determination of so many homeless people living in cold underground shelters in a bombed out city while bombs

continued to fall overhead.  Meat milk and butter were rationed and very scarce, even on Christmas.  (America was much better off.)

 They still continued to do their jobs and resist.   The country people sacriGced to send food to the cities and take in children.  

Perhaps most impressive was the risk undertaken during one of the darkest days when boats crossed the channel.  Those at Dunkirk

were just ordinary people, and not likely soldiers, as they had remained behind on the home front.   Imagine what it would have been

like, as a father, to crew-on your 16-year old son for that boat trip--and him wanting to help! The spirit of the people rises when people

are greatly oppressed.   We have seen this in Finland when resistance Gghters lived in underground bunkers attempting to remain

warm and hidden as tanks rolled by or even overhead. The Finns instilled fear.  As the saying was, “Never waste a bullet on a Russian.

 Use a knife.”
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We saw it during The Hungarian Freedom Revolution (1956) when people sacriGced everything for 7 days of freedom while

patriots poured forth from the Russian-controlled military academies and opened the arsenals to the people.  Later their

Russian overlords said, “Never (again) give a Hungarian a gun.”  *See if you can still Gnd a copy of the book, No More

Comrades-by Heller, Andor.* Today, everyone knows how the Poles stood strong and threw off the yoke of communism.

 Likewise, the East Germans who tore down The Wall. The British Rotilla represents the way great movements in history happen

against all odds.  Washington crossing the Delaware...

Leaders will not realize what hit them when the people of New York unite and rise up in strong resistance.  But who knows

exactly where the greatest resistance will begin?  More likely to come down out of some remote mountainous area where

people have long enjoyed freedom—where “the mountains are high and the is emperor far away.”  This is how we have seen so

many revolutions begin.   I do not believe America is defeated.  There are still enough patriots to turn the tide.  At a time when

the outcome looked bleak, John Paul Jones stated, “I have not yet begun to Gght.”  Many died so some could live

free—“Remember the Alamo!”  The Rag at Fort McHenry never fell.  These are the kinds of people who made America great and

their bloodlines are still with us. Take your place.  Make your mark.  Live your life.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/28/2021 1:47:09 AM
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Dr.Steven
Joined On 6/10/2012 1:04:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for these insights, Almond: I'm with you and often reRect on how the human spirit can endure and defeat evil, at

much personal cost, and this may well be our task as we face the formidable foe of Big Pharma, corrupt tyrannical government

"ohcials," Big Tech censorship and globalist-controlled corporate media. I recall how the Iron Curtain began to fall like

dominoes in the late 1980s and early 90s. No one imagined this could happen, but it did. We need a similar miracle and I'm

conGdent that, although things may well get worse, freedom and liberty, engrained in the human spirit, will prevail.
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stoneharbor
Joined On 6/30/2008 1:05:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks, Almond, for the inspirational history. Yes, we should be ready for our Moment of Truth. At this point being a US citizen, I

am just thankful that the whole country hasn't fallen victim to the totalitarian guidelines that are enforced in so many European

countries.  On balance the USA  is still maintaining an atmosphere of freedom to choose. If we can keep the internet alive, there

is a chance to continue gaining converts. First, those who have decided to take no more boosters, and then the rest when they

see that the hoax-vax is all bark and no bite except for immune system destruction.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/28/2021 2:29:18 AM
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Roland_A
Joined On 3/30/2021 3:29:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

During the Blitz in London, burglars had a great time whilst the rest of the population sheltered underground. There are always

opportunists on the make in any crisis, and the current, largely fabricated crisis is no exception.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/28/2021 2:44:31 AM
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond, I agree the spirit of the resistance is necessary both physically and mentally, to say nothing of the emotional struggle

at the dissolution of all the "progress" made since the war. That is why I write about staying in the light. On a practical note, my

husband is taking a great deal of persuading that there is likely to be a problem of these proportions, despite my telling him at

every turn since 2019 what was going to happen next. As far as prepping goes this is a problem as he holds the purse strings.

The sceptisim on his face when I tell it would be wise to stock pile some tins has to be seen to be believed. And he is far from

being mainstream. And so far he has remained unvaccinated at my request; otherwise he would probably have been Grst in the

queue. This is part of the problem: that even highly educated people will not wake up. This is my problem.... Namaste.
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levjoa
Joined On 8/19/2016 8:14:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear Almond, I would dearly love this to be the case.  However, I am somewhat doubtful as our education system now here in

the UK, I do believe, has been a long term case of 'dumbing down'.  So no one questions anything anymore.  Our media do not

offer alternative views and if they did people don't appear to listen for fear of being cast out.  That also applies to natural health.

 We are so backward it's quite depressing.  Jo UK - ever hopeful.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/28/2021 3:57:02 AM
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anlongo
Joined On 1/11/2012 5:36:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's time to start organizing " Secret Societies"

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/28/2021 5:36:43 AM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

anlongo... A lot of just being "neighborly" and looking out for each other.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/28/2021 5:38:51 AM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It seems I was omniscient in my prediction about New York.  Already, it is starting...  there's a longways to go, yet.

americasfreedomGghters.com/hunt-down-vaccine-refusers/?utm_source=AFF..  Fauci & Company really believe they can

control these 8.8 million people. Have you ever heard New York pride--"I am tough. I can deal with it.  I am a New Yorker." New

York is just one large city. What about the rest of the cities, like LA , Chicago and Detroit? It is no longer about just one

city--protests are spreading like wildGre. There is even growing sympathy support among the vaxed.

Only 34% of blacks in WA DC are fully-vaccinated. This is also going to become a race issue. Where will the number of enforcers

needed come from? Anyone who is a "true-believer" is going to be scared-to-death to be within social distance of the unvaxed.

The federal govt could not even Gnd census takers this year. Who is going to be willing to go knock on doors with armed

resistance a possibility? Will we see armed troops going door-to-door? Then, what happens?

What happens when truckers go on full strike and farmers quit shipping food to the cities? Why should they--demand is high

enough that at least some family farmers can sell from the farm or locally. I predict a shift in the crops farmers grow or the

animals they raise. For one thing, farmers are not going to want to rely on the supply chain and distant shipping for crops that

are highly perishable. Even a small decrease in production reaching market will be signiGcant. People are already hungry. Even

though I only have a large garden, people are already asking me if I can sell them food. More people will be looking to buy direct

from farmers, hire butchers, preserve their own food or do their own butchering. It does not seem these mandates are well

thought out. Hungry people rebel. People have had enough.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Almond, Has started in Germany as well, check this video out, and 4 or 5 more have been posted: GERMANY - AGAINST

COMPLUSORY VACCINATIONS -www.bitchute.com/.../20BMQdu66E0S
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rrealrose... How inspirational, to see a peaceful orderly crowd assembled around an evergreen tree--a symbol of life, bounty and

renewal.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They have now found the Virus is spread by speech.  Consonants spread it further than vowels.  2 minute lesson on how to talk.

 www.youtube.com/watch  Some humor, an occasional laugh is uplifting.
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RegAdams
Joined On 12/6/2021 3:36:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are so lucky to have Dr Mercola to help us thru the phoney plandemic.  I will NEVER get a shot of poison!  I will never wear a mask.

 I am STRONG becuz my immune system is strong.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Exactly!
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GreekPrincess77
Joined On 4/22/2012 6:08:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I honestly can’t believe how many people are lining up for these boosters with not even a second thought. Of course, that was the

whole purpose right. To keep the cash Rowing for maGa Pharma cartel. These shots will cause unprecedented illness. Oncologists are

already seeing cancers developing rapidly. The goal was always to keep this scamdemic going. This is not a vaccine by any deGnition.

The sad thing is when reality sets in and they correlate their illness to the shot, they will be told it’s in their head. Why can’t people see

they highly recommend it for immune compromised people, because the gun is already loaded this clot shot will pull the trigger.

Graphene oxide isn’t something I want Roating in my body. Look at perfectly healthy athletes dropping like Ries. It’s simple

JustSayNo… it is that simple. Protect the hell out of your kids.

They will not beneGt but only be crippled by this shot. They suppressed all of the things that could treat this virus so people could

accept mass vaccination. Our very corrupt PM Justin Trudeau said things won’t go back to normal unless we have a vaccine… but he

left out his connection to the Pharma company aquities. How people don’t question anything is beyond me. All the incentives… if it’s so

good for you no need. Thank god Americans are waking up. It’s happening around the world. If anyone asked any business why they

are implementing these passports they have no clue… they will say they are following government protocol. Because if both classes of

people have the same viral load how are you distinguishing them. It’s not about health. All a Gnancial reset… aka social credit system.

Hold true to your faith and don’t succumb if you know better. Fear is the ultimate crusher… knowledge is power.
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My brother in law rushed to get his 2 back in Jan 2021 and died in early Nov 1 day after turning 52. He had been Gghting cancer

for a long time and was 100% in with the modern medical maGa but I really think that shot sped up the time table for him.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The main side-effect of these COVID jabs will be to eventually - after many rounds of boosters and an avalanche of death and disability

- bring about a long overdue immunization of many to belief in the safety and effectiveness of vaccination.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lets hope this giant fail with overtones of genocide turns heads. Unfortunately, appears to take knowledge of death or injury to

loved ones before many can see through illusion of safety: their trade-off of safety for freedom, or religion of vaccns based on

highly suspect and backwards corporate science...20:1 return on investment in what? Smoke and mirrors.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So "Cases" are up 4,000 % .... after the big omicron scare and all of a sudden masses of idiots line up for testing?  Sketchy tests for a

"variant" with no reported deaths?  Snarled air trahc, canceled Chrimas and senile career-criminals urging us to keep boosting?  Can't

wait for next shoe to drop.
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maxandfrancis
Joined On 10/6/2006 2:41:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the US, it’s all about allowing mail-in voting so the Dems can steal the midterm elections, like they did the Presidency!
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maxandfrancis...Elections matter little, we are stuck inside the bubble narrative of a fascist empire...where Trump fast-tracked

half-assed vaxxes, dumped trillions into pharma's pockets, allowed lockdowns and didn't Gre Fauci...Politics is a good cop/bad

cop game..but they are all still dirty F'n cops.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

FH - Don't overlook Dr. Fauci in the media TODAY, musing about requiring shots for anyone Rying, so he can slowly or quickly kill

with more inRammation caused at higher altitudes! And this is for a variant that appears with cold-like symptoms. Since when

did anyone shoot toxins into people to stave off a cold? Then several cruise lines report outbreaks among the fully-vaxxed.

Cognitive dissonance? Pushing people's buttons to see how much fear can still be generated? Is anyone still buying Dr. Fauci's

stories?
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GreekPrincess77
Joined On 4/22/2012 6:08:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Exactly Forbid, There is no test for variants so how the fuc! Are they testing for it. Aka the moronic variant . They are just playing

with people. They still use a fraudulent test for a virus never proven to exist. I believe it’s the vaccinated people running for

these tests, not unvaccinated. As Dr. M has stated cases mean nothing. What CT are these tests ampliGed at?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Greek Princess, This may be last, steep so-called covid spike we see - as the CDC is retiring the current rt-pcr test at month's

end - by adding a small protein sequencing step to separate those who have Ru from covid. Flu has Rown the coop? Over the

past 18 months it has hardly existed? So unbelievable as to be laughable, US public health agencies in action! Remember

FEMA's handling of Hurricane Katrina? No one has any idea what current rt-PCR positive cases may mean about anyone or

anything. Watch and wait for incessant media echo chamber currently exploding with fearmongering until sometime after New

Years. The new variant appears to be quickly replacing Delta and amounts to a bad cold.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Forbiddenhealing  Yes the masses in my small town are lining up in their hundreds, I was horriGed when I passed by our town

hall to see many youngsters standing in 1 yard apart lines stretching for about half a mile up the street. Scotland has more

restrictions than England. Our Grst minister is very strict, far stricter than Boris. She also has a big ego and is always aiming for

one up on Boris. Although Omicron spreads faster and has been reported else where as milder she keeps pushing the vaccine

booster. The adverts on TV and social media make out the booster is the only solution against Omicron.  Rumour has it that the

UK has bought 7 years worth of vaccines. Heaven help us.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

While Mr. Science & predator friends claim it's the unjabbed who are spreading & causing variants, (mutations,) the dirty little truth is -

*"According to NPR science correspondent Richard Harris, "the virus is always mutating."* It is the Jab/s making variants, (mutations,)

evading Jab/s, including future witches brews. It's most likely because Corona is always mutating is why it was chosen, fertile ground

for never ending boosters. Yay for PGzer & Fauci's royalty's.

December 6, 2021, Newsweek11 reported a COVID outbreak among "fully vaccinated" hospital staff in Spain. After a Christmas dinner

with more than 170 fully vaxxed health care workers in attendance, nearly 70 of them tested positive for COVID. Shock, why who would

know? How can this happen when Healthcare providers are the most pressed the most to get the Jab/s, & most likely have had the

Jab/s, yet we are told time & again, it is the UnJabbed who are the problem.

*"Just Deal With' Booster Shots, Fauci Says."* Let's not, & say we did. Or better yet we deal with Fauci & the mass Predator network

who have cause mountains of grief & heartache for decades & have created a massive no care system?  Biden, there is no federal

solution for Covid. Why? Because there never was. Now it's about creating the new leper, the unwashed & unwanted. It's now about

pushing back on States resisting the False Narrative of Fauci & the Predators. Now they are leaning in on the bigger agenda. The New

World Order with the only difference is we the people will be missing. Legacy Media, 75% of Covid Deaths were those 65 or older. This

is one, out of 100. *"If early treatment was the norm, COVID would rapidly become a distant memory." * You know, like it has always

been in the past.
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I see Dr Mercola’s articles are being published in Epoch Times.
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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The 1st shot did not work, so you were told you needed a 2nd shot. The 2nd shot did not work, so you were told you needed a 3rd shot.

Looks like the 3rd shot is not working, either, if they are already starting to recommend a 4th shot. Isn't it long overdue to ask exactly

what the booster shot is supposed to be "boosting" if the earlier shots have been ineffective so far?

Has your "boost" gone bust?

nypost.com/2021/12/24/booster-protection-against-omicron-drops-within-..

I am not sure it even lasts this long.  Besides, we were once told you "should" remain in self-isolation the Grst 2 weeks after the jab due

to your own low immunity during the post-vax period, if not due to your shedding.  So, if you subtract the Grst 2 weeks, that further

reduces your somewhat "protected" period to 8 weeks.  Is that trade-off worth the risks that increase with each successive shot?
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The idiots won't stop believing in them either and keep taking them.
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stoneharbor
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I think the booster shots are just part of the mainstream methodology to keep the fearful sheep tuned in for "What should I do

next?" I think the next step here is going to be mandating an overwhelming need to continually be tested, as they won't say the

shots don't work, but they will demand testing of everyone no matter how many shots they have received, as this keeps the

sheep following the Good Shepherd down the path to kleptocratic domination. The Sheep are now at the stage of submission

such that they are just waiting for the next order. So the media will follow through with order after order.
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But! The boosters ARE working!  PGzer: 2020 ProGts: $42 Billion    2021 ProGts: $82 Billion
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So I wonder if the boosters will come every six months now?  Is that what they're recommending? I was listening to a man of

about 50 say, "I think I need to get my booster soon," (he was shot up in April) ... He continued to say that the booster will up the

antibodies signiGcantly and he was excited for that.   My face totally reRects my thoughts - I cannot play poker!  But seriously, I

had to start coughing and turn away.  Like, does the news not say anything to these people?  --- your antibodies will spike and

then it will peter out just like the two shots before it.  ... I mean, come on!   Shucks, I almost feel the need to start watching the

news.  Apparently, the world is burning down due to the unvaccinated.  LOL
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I said to a doctor that the shots are not working. The doctor didn't want to even hear such an invocation. I mentioned VAERS and

RFK "I don't want to hear about RFK" said right to my face. So the doctors don't even want to acknowledge the truth. Is this

called responsible "medicine" and "First do no harm" ? Time to sue the doctors. They need to know they can't get away with

harm and medical maiming and causing deaths without facing up to responsibility and giving due warning prior to injecting

people. And to give warning is not adequate, it is practicing medical quackery and directly participating in cause of death and

medical maiming (wherever people are vaccine injured. Convulsions, seizures, paralysis, blood clots, this is not a joke! Then

they say it is "safe and effective" and they call the naturopaths the quacks....)
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@Lovestosing, Almond et al, we need to let people know that ignorance is not always bliss. If people read up about the immune

system and how it works, and its various interactive parts all working dynamically together and the need for balance thereof,

then they might understand that the very notion of amplifying antibodies is to trigger an out of balance immune system, which

means triggering autoimmune attack. The truth will out! People are going to suffer the medical consequences and they are

going to wake up. And the results are not going to be medically pretty or even safe or happy at all. And the socio political

changes to come may be what the higher ups do not want, but it is bound to happen. And of course, they know it and are

preparing, that is why they have gag orders in place, right now. Yet, Iron Curtain Rumania fell when people realized they would

be gunned down for speaking up or die for not speaking up, either way, so they spoke up. The power of the chanting crowds was

such that the Iron Curtain regime fell. If it can happen there, under those circumstances, it can happen anywhere else too. And it

will.
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@Mirandola … I just had my annual check up with my MD and I am so disappointed in him. He debunked my covid preventative

treatments, said RFK, Jr was “a fool”, gave me so many wrong answers, and claimed to be following “the science”! He even

stated my Vitamin D levels (89 ng/mL) was too high and that Vitamin-D toxicity can manifest as pseudotumor cerebri … No, it

can be caused by a deGciency, not excess of Vitamin D; he got it mixed up with Vitamin-A toxicity which can manifest as

pseudotumor cerebri! While I can appreciate his concern of “false and misleading information on the internet”, I danced circles

around him, went home, and emailed him links to NIH studies proving he was wrong and he was the one mis-informed.

He didn’t push back in his response because the documents I sent him were the “real science” coming out of Fauci’s NIH … It

was obvious to me he was either following the CDC playbook or parroting someone who claimed they were following the

science without reviewing it himself. My hope in correcting him was he will take the time to read the real science before giving

wrong information to his other patients and cause them harm.  My coup de grace was telling him I will seriously consider the

vaccine only if the Covid vaccines’ liability shield is removed. He said I was the only person ever who brought up that issue to

him and had nothing more to say … Sad!
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Mirandola/Grandmax4ever and All:  I've also experienced the unwillingness of otherwise very intelligent individuals to

acknowledge RFK, Jr's indisputable facts re: the plandemic (though, as others have noted, they're right on board with him when

he's Gghting against 5G or Monsanto).  -  Let's face it, RFK, Jr. could easily spend the remainder of his days enjoying a luxurious

retirement, yet thankfully he continues to Gght tirelessly for the rights of future generations.  I look forward to his bringing legal

suit against Fauci (which he mentioned as a possibility in a recent interview with Del Bigtree/The Highwire - by using his

best-selling book as a template for litigation), and am beyond grateful to his having given all of us a voice in this (and of course,

to all who are courageously doing so).  In my more optimistic moments I feel that we must be making some progress toward

meeting the 'hundredth monkey' criterion, at which time the covid house of cards will collapse...
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I saw this posted somewhere and had to copy it, gave me a chuckle... Ok, it's really quite simple.  The third dose increases

immunity, so after the fourth dose you'll be protected. Once 80% of the population has received the Gfth dose, the restrictions

can be relaxed as the sixth dose stops the virus from spreading. I am conGdent that the seventh dose will solve our problems

and we'll have no reason to fear the eighth dose. The clinical phase of the ninth dose will conGrm that the antibodies remain

stable after the tenth dose. The eleventh dose will insure that no new mutations will develop, so there is no longer any reason to

criticize the twelfth dose.
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grandma and all... Us elders, especially, need to start talking back to our doctors.  Those of us who are healthy are good

examples of doing something right.  Also, we are not doctor-dependent.  When it comes to age and experience, we are holding

trump cards if we are willing to play them with conGdence.  Many young people have reason to fear repercussions if

noncompliant. I believe I have a very good relationship with my doctor.  He wrote me an exemption letter and gave me a scrip

for ivermectin.  I have heard he has not been so cooperative with some of my friends.  I am in a position to have a frank

discussion with him.  I will not put up with nonsense if he suggests any.  I may be an exception and in a unique position due to

my strong personality and network.  However, I also need to make the point that others need help, too.

You should try to see a doctor in private practice who has no vaccination quotas to meet as with those working for HMOs and

institutions. It is nearly impossible nowadays to Gnd a doctor who does not enter your records into the electronic system.  In

fact, it may be illegal to withhold them.  Always pay cash at point of service, so there are no records for reimbursement.  If you

do not have these options, be very careful about what you say in a doctor's ohce and limit your conversation to the immediate

problem.

One reason for bad medicine is the deteriorating physician-patient relationship.  (In part, due to govt regulation.)  Many people

now fear going to the doctor and want to get out of the ohce as fast as possible.  For this reason, they are more amenable to

being handed a prescription that taking time for a conversation that might explore other ways to solve their problems.  medical

care is becoming very impersonal when it should be just the opposite.
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ZTFZTF... The collapse of mandates will eventually come.  However, by then, many people will already have died and been

injured. Then, will most people just forget and get on with their lives?  Or, will they be plagued and remonded for many

generations with poor health?
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I'll begin by saying thank you to all who contribute to this forum.  I have followed closely for quite a while now and really appreciate the

information you all provide.  Unfortunately I bought in to the propaganda and took both Moderna jabs early in 2021.  At Grst I didn't

notice any change but about two months later I suffered from pretty bad dyspnea for several months.  I started a routine using

alternating two high quality immune boosting supplements every other day and changing my workout routine to doing the nitric oxide

dump workout three times daily.  I am feeling great now but truly regret taking the jabs.  I am doing everything Dr. Mercola

recommends to detoxify my body from the spike proteins and I am equipped and know how to nebulize HP with iodine if needed.  I

have read several books now including Dr. Breggins book and RFK Jr's book and do everything in my power to spread the word.

 Unfortunately my family have all drank the kool aid and totally shut me out.  Needless to say I am done with vaccines and again thank

you to all who contribute to this forum and just know that your knowledge and information is reaching others.
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Thank you for your comments.
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I recommend what I'm trying. An anti-inRammatory diet. I was afraid of the clot shots because of iatrogenic damage after 23

years on SSRI drugs. (I refuse to call those things "anti-depressants.") I noticed a lot of similarities between these mRNA shots

and those "safe and effective treatments" pushed by the mental illness factory. AKA psychiatry.
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"COVID Shots Stop Working Within a Few Months" Can we stop pretending that those nanobot shots are "working" to "protect" people

in any way? "COVID Shots May Also Cause More Hazardous Variants" That's exactly what those shots are doing! If you don't believe

that the nanobot shots are reprogramming people's DNA; perhaps you missed this statement by the top scientist at Moderna: "We are

hacking the software of life"! I don't think that is vague or ambiguous in any way! The masses are being primed for the rollout of

Transhumanism - and they are oblivious!
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If an SSRI is not available, what about 5-HTP to raise serotonin levels?
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U.S. CDC investigating nearly 70 cruise ships hit by COVID-19 cases news.trust.org/.../20211227170451-66k33   I thought the crews

and passengers were all supposed to be vaxed and "protected"? How much more evidence do we need to let us know this is not

working?
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I was up all night reading the Breggin's book, We Are the Prey. The Chinese Army has a name for all of this that we are experiencing. It

is called Unrestricted Warfare. This is a great way to sum up all of the disparate elements that have come to shape the completely new

set of circumstances we have had to deal with. I was thinking back to the moment this happened. Not the Grst Whispers In The Press

of some new virus out of China, I mean all of the totalitarian aspects. All of this seemed to happen overnight so there was a deGnite

start point, but believe me there is no endpoint.

I remember going to celebrate my step mother's 80th birthday at a restaurant on March 15th 2020. Everything up until that point had

remained the usual, but there was a sense that something different was about to emerge. The next day I woke up ready to work but

there was all this talk about everything closing and I realized I had to cancel all of my clients so I could go to stores that would be

closed the following day. That night I was at the gym and there was an announcement on the speaker that the gym would be closing.

Everyone looked at each other funny because it was a 24-hour gym!

They never said when they would reopen. We all went out to the parking lot and we were just shaking our heads. A buddy I used to

work out with called out, "See you on the other side!" as we were leaving. I am still waiting for the other side! I am 55 years old. Ever

since that moment this country has been shrouded in chinese-style totalitarianism. They try to deny it. Actually they would love it if

everything were to take place quicker, if it were not for stalwarts like us. Say you are a person who has a nice place to live who is

absorbed in what they do and just shrugs at most of this. They still want to come after you with poison under the skin!
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM
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You may want to check out Mike Adams, founder of Brighteon.com. His Health Ranger Report may be useful to you.

www.brighteon.com/.../hrreport     He offers a free download of his "The Global Reset Survival Guide 2020-2025"  

 report.globalreset.news/globalreset.html
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Dharrahhil
Joined On 8/19/2021 8:32:08 PM
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I want to know the percentage of those who got the shot but are not getting a booster. I am hearing some people say they will not take

the booster, because they think they made a mistake taking the Grst two. I have also had family tell me they already got the booster as

well as the "Ru" shot... Sigh. Why are people posting on Facebook that they got their booster, postering??
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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The world is waking up. Tragically, beyond merely sadly, this is due to deaths of loved ones.  S Koreans march to the doorstep of

ohcial building, hold up signs with photos of loved ones killed by COVID vaccines and tell their loved one's stories, asking the

government to acknowledge the vaccines as cause of death www.rt.com/.../544464-south-korea-vaccine-death-protests   Italians

march holding up photos of deceased loved ones killed by the COVID vaccines

 yournews.com/2021/12/03/2261216/italy-holds-march-of-the-vaccine-dead-..

 ~ peckford42.wordpress.com/2021/11/30/italy-holds-march-of-the-vaccine-d..  

This should challenge the mainstream ruse "beware of dangerous and misinforming anti-vaxxers" the very invocation is from the mind

of criminals wanting to hide the deaths they have caused and the cause thereof. "Don't talk" is an unconstitutional gag order, and a

violent response to a violent action. It is also a form of slander, cyberbullying. This can be used against them, in court, I would think. I

am not an attorney. Either way, it is beyond high time to call this out. Do you know of more marches? Please post links in response to

this thread, thank you.
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM
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Thank you Mirandola for your always positive and helpful posts.  People on this site who have consistently fought against this

globalist tyranny and Govt/Pharma/Tech sponsored mass psychosis are true heroes and heroines:  Here's to the truth-speakers:

twitter.com/.../1
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As we refusers remain healthy while the jabbed get ever sicker and drop like Ries, more and more will see for themselves just

WHO have been peddling misinformation.  It is inevitable, and eventually the pitchforks and shotguns will come out as more and

more lose everything but a hunger for justice.
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Thank you for the links.  Clicking through the South Koreans protests brought this:        

 thecovidworld.com/families-of-south-koreas-covid-vaccine-victims-mourn..          Seeing the quite remarkably civilized

response of the South Korean police was astonishing, as well as the courteous news coverage video which obscured the faces

of the protesters and the police to prevent any reprisals.  I wept in sympathy with the protesters' anguish.  One father wept,

holding his daughter's photo, while having his head shaved in mourning.  If you click through, you can see it all, and speaking

Korean isn't necessary to understand.
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Joined On 6/1/2017 12:34:10 PM
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I joined this group on the Telegram app: https://t.me/freedomgroupwest   They post rallies for West Coast events on Telegram.
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EmilyHarbour
Joined On 7/25/2021 5:51:47 AM
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It is good to see a poster talking about people no longer following the corrupted BBC, which is nothing but a tory mouthpiece for all

those politicians with their snouts in the troughs, making fortunes while aiding the deaths of thousands. Evil Gates funds the BBC the

tory party and any other sleaze ball operation he can dig his grubby paws into. A friend to another Eugenicist Epstein! No wonder

Melinda divorced the scambag.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Emily Harbour True- corrupt MSM, Parliament, Conservative, Labor the lot. All bought.
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Mercola_Fan
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I believe this bio-weapon was created with many strains. Just imagine all the various toxic materials they put in each one including

parasites. Anything from the asymptomatic (What a crock) to the deadly version. I got the latter. Bedridden from day 1 - 35. I took

IVMN & HCQ, but the steroids saved me from the ongoing cytokine storms.   I'm on a religious exemption from work. Once they

accepted that, they can never withdraw it. I will never take a vax.  The booster shot is their real kill shot. It will take out the sheep who

are glued to their fake local news stations where the anchors look dressed to kill in their attire and make-up gleaming with joy or fear

depending upon the circumstances.

It's all fake except for sports scores and the weather, most of the time. And it's been fake news for decades. We're just seeing the

worst of it now. This is the knock-out punch. The world is very different now. Nuremberg Code and crimes against humanity for

ANYONE developing, creating, administering, or promoting the deadly shots. I'm impartial to party or excuses for kill shot promotion.

"Let's Go, Brandon!"
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Yesterday I was watching Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix and even though a fantasy, it still has some truths.  Potter,

seemingly down on the ground and almost defeated says to Voldemort that he feels sorry for Voldemort.  Potter says that he has

something to Gght for, the cause of love and freedom, whereas Voldemort has nothing but the desire for power and control.   If we

substitute Voldemort for the Cabal in this fantasy we are currently living in, we see that we have a just cause and they have nothing but

their greed and desire for control.   It isn't easy living in this fantasy, and we cannot see the ending, only the next step we need to take.

 But we are growing stronger and we will overcome.  Fear less.  Love more.
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I spoke with a friend who will be 88 in a couple of more days. He told me that he had the J&J back in March. He said that he woke up

the next day with soreness on the entire left side of his body. He said his eye was real sore on that side, as well. The stiffness and

soreness is still an on and off problem for him for the past 10 months. He also said that he doesn’t want any more jabs. He told me

he’s taking Vitamins C and D-3, along with Zinc. I sent him some Quercetin. I’m also thinking about sending him some Pine Needle Tea,

which Judy Mikovitz said was a source of Suriman, and an antidote for the jab. Can’t remember who, but somebody asked the other

day about Judy’s name for this drug -SURIMAN - which also helps with Autism. So whoever the commenter was, I hope she / he sees

this.
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Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can just cut fresh pine from any pine tree and boil in water for 5 minutes then simmer for 30. It taste great.  Apple pectin is

a good one to add as well.  Fasting is the best detox for anything if he is able. Any amount will help with detox.
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EmilyHarbour
Joined On 7/25/2021 5:51:47 AM
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Surinam? I though that was the name of a Dutch Colony from the past. Some pine needles, not all, contain Shikimic acid, which

is the basis of TamiRu and other pharmacy anti-virals. Star Anise has the highest levels but 90% of worlds supply is purloined by

big pharma.
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM
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I pick pine needles in my backyard. I cut them into thirds and put them in my tea strainer. I pour boiling water over them and let

them steep for 10-15 minutes. The needles have become a dull green by then, and the tea is a tasty forest. I don't think I'd do it

if I had to boil and simmer so long.
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Thanks ScanKat very much. Emily, sorry for the misspelling. It’s  SURIMAN
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Darzoum
Joined On 12/15/2010 1:27:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pine needles: avoid Norfolk Island pine (Araucaria heterophylla), Yew pine (Podocarpus macrophyllus) and Ponderosa Pine

(Pinus ponderosa) because they contain toxic compounds.
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Joined On 5/5/2010 5:13:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@scancat.  It's not that simple.  You need to know which pine tree you are using.  Some are toxic.
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gh/nn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I lost sound at the pig roast; but tilled in the fall to return to a sleeping love, gardening. Never got into the slaughter of animals; but that

may be related to walking into that arena when I was about 5 … I had been present when that calf was born. Kind of tramatic.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

must watch rumble.com/vr9bw9-indoctrination-dr.-david-martin.html  and where is Melinda Gates? what goes on behind the doors of

GAVI?
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Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent!
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jen3070
Joined On 4/11/2017 12:46:47 PM
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Love this statement, shows the absurdity of it all:  "So, in essence, Fauci wants us to accept that booster deGciency is the reason why

the COVID-19 "pandemic" continues." Reminds me of something I read many years ago that planted the seed of seeking better health

information, which said: "disease is not a deGciency of drugs". Happy New Year to fellow pro-health, pro-freedom people on this forum!

Praying we see some miracles next year!
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM
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One of the most fascinating wrinkles in all of this is the coordinated propaganda/censorship effort. At times brutal, at times subtle,

always relentless. So many coordinated multi-layered effects that were put into place all around the world at the same time, awesome

fodder for conspiracy Buffs! Really establishment, we are just having fun here! For instance in my quaint local news the other night

they did a segment on the coming vaccine mandates to Boston.

So Grst up was a real-life restaurant owner who opposed the Mandate. No he was not standing on one of his bar stools screaming this

is a Chinese Army Takeover, in fact he was very careful and cautious in how he spoke. He had the air of the plantation worker who has

felt the Lash of the whip a few times as he spoke of how although he wants to keep everyone safe, this will probably end up hurting his

business, slow teardrop here. Cut back to the desk where the Newscaster is beaming when he says, "But many businesses are thrilled

with the new mandates!"

They then show actual footage of a theater that is thrilled with the new mandates, but the theater had already decided to enforce its

own vaccine mandates for months! Of course ANY business who already has its own vaccine mandates will love it if it goes Citywide

so they don't look like total assholes, oh my God! The question is do they think the public is so stupid, or is the public so stupid? It's got

to be a combination of both! There is no logic to anything they say or do. Back to you Jack!
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And now they have found speech also is spreading the virus.  Consonants project the virus for much greater distance than vowels. 2

minute lesson on how to talk without spreading the Virus.  www.youtube.com/watch  Humor for the masses.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In other words, to word it politely but truly, everybody gag! Greed knows no bottom.
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JERSEYTONY
Joined On 11/14/2021 1:59:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The COVID-19 GENOCIDE of 2020  The greatest crime against humanity since the beginning of civilization

beforeitsnews.com/mass-animal-death/2021/08/claire-edwards-the-corona-..
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Jir7698
Joined On 6/29/2021 1:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why would anybody, who can read text on Dr. Mrcola website, CDC website, NIH website ...etc. takes vax shot ? Doesn't meter which

one ...( Ru shot, measles , C19, ....etc.) All of them  make you sick . You don't have to be a rocket scientist to read the studies . Yes, it's

time consuming , but really eyes opening! And don't forget to Gnd out the truth about polio ... Very interesting !
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Whenever a parent needs a child to do something that doesn't make sense and the child calls them out on it they say, "It's because I

said so!" I guess that is also now the dynamic behind scientiGc reasoning.
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grandmax4ever
Joined On 6/1/2017 12:34:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

LOL … My favorite line to my kids was “Because I’m the mommy and you’re the child!” Instant killer of pushbacks …
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Just do it," was how my mama said it when I was a small child.  About 70 years later, she told me that it took all her life to grow

up.
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mapereira
Joined On 12/28/2021 3:15:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Since I took PGzer shot I have constant bone and joint pain and I'm always tired. What can I do?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

READ the bottom of the above article, or go onto the FLCCC website and look for their i-Recover protocol.
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Shasha
Joined On 5/10/2007 4:23:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ortho-gel (refrigerate) on Amazon may help pain/detox. Osteoprocare instead of dairy may make bones stronger. No

gluten/dairy/soy/sugar/GMO/food with a label/heated oils..taking vitamins/good oils/minerals..probiotic...LDN..detoxing may

help. Vit D3 5000IU/sunlight may help. Mitochondria maybe poisoned so more tired. PQQ may help make more mitocondria

(engines of the cells). Rhodiola may help as it raises oxygen and helps the adrenals. See my proGle on this site for what I do

daily even before these shots.

Nature's plus-Source of life multiple/Zn/Mg/Gsh oil/Vit C/Vit A/mushrooms/Olive oil (has Vit E)/garlic/onion/herbs may help the

immune system.  Milk thistle/dandelion from Now brand on Amazon with lots of water at night may help detox. Sweating may

help detox. Hair test shows good minerals/heavy metals. Restoring low minerals and detoxing heavy metals may help. The

shots may have Aluminum/mercury/polysorbate 80/PEG etc.. Doctor's Data hair test is on Amazon. A chiropractor may help

with hair test/supplements/detoxing/bones etc. God bless!
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Shasha
Joined On 5/10/2007 4:23:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lysine/Si/Vit C/Himalayan salt (has trace mineral)/Osteoprocare instead of dairy/minerals may help bones.  Ivermectin from

Frontline doctors may help, but some people have to take it daily. Thyroid maybe hurt by the shot. Amour thyroid may help or

iodine/Se? You will have to Ggure out what helps. God bless!
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stoneharbor
Joined On 6/30/2008 1:05:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am somewhat surprised that the Gnal words in this article, recommending the MASK+ protocol which is supposed to be for both

prevention and treatment, mentions only chemicals/drugs  except for the vitamin D and melatonin. I assume this is a protocol that

kicks into play only when symptoms have already appeared. However it seems reasonable that continuation of all of the vitamins and

minerals that were in the prevention protocols should still continue, right? I would certainly recommend that.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes.
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Astrocomical
Joined On 1/6/2021 5:20:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is this all about getting US  HOOKED on the JAB??  It does not CURE but only hide symptoms?  Worse, it will give you NEW symptoms

that require more jabs?   Are we talking here about JAB DEALERS?  It's beginning to look that way.  If it destroys the immune system it

will result in all kinds of other sickness.  The Pharmaceutical and medical industry will THRIVE under this scenario but you won't.  Is

this the goal of Faucteeth?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

His goal is to be nominated for the Nobel prize or similar. (Yikes)
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MusicMan2552
Joined On 2/5/2021 10:50:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rrealrose…he should get a prize for murdering people and not being convicted, jailed or executed.  He’s been killing people since

the 80’s.  He’s still killing people.  He’s pond scum.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He says he's staying to see this through.  Hmm.... wants to see every baby jabbed.    Faucteeth?  hahaha... thanks for the

chuckles!
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Dharrahhil
Joined On 8/19/2021 8:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rrealrose I never even thought about a Nobel prize. I think you hit the nail on the head! Narcissism at it's Gnest.
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pinkus74
Joined On 9/6/2012 10:58:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m one of only a few employees (dialysis) that has held Grm in refusing these ‘vaccines’ despite the enormous pressure to conform.  I

am still Roored by the blind acceptance of these by most of my coworkers and strong support by our physicians.  Just last week a fully

vaccinated employee was diagnosed with celiac sprue.  Coincidence?  I’m still trying to decide if I will submit to weekly testing, or wait

to be Gred if the vax or test rule goes through.  I love my job, but not sure how much more of this I can put up with.  Thank you Dr

Mercola for all of your very valuable information and for standing up for us “disappointments”.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

these vaccines are safe and effective squawk squawk squawk we only believe in science squawk squawk squawk this is all we ever

say squawk squawk squawk if you look around you might notice for the past two years your country has looked much more like a

communist style totalitarian regime then even the shitty rat-race type country it had been before squawk squawk just look at these

daily numbers goddamnit squawk squawk squawk oops did I just say that squawk squawk squawk wear your mask squawk squawk

squawk it's because I said so squawk squawk squawk because I'm your mother dammit squawk squawk squawk but it's science

squawk squawk squawk
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for the humor!  I'm glad I have no broadcast receiver such as a television.
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Sevinletters
Joined On 6/11/2021 1:45:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

DO NOT GO TO NEW YORK STATE, and leave if you’re in it! ALL New Yorkers should MOVE OUT of NY State. Immediately! Then they

won’t be able to lock up anyone in a covid camp! This bill has recently now “PASSED” senate/assembly and will be sent to gov of NY.

😡

www.nysenate.gov/.../A416
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Use to love enjoying NYC from time to time and spent a ton of $$ when doing so. No more! I'm just ONE person too. Can only

imagine if that is extrapolated to those who feel like me now that the city no longer is considered a destination city. Who in their

right mind would want to visit such a totalitarian state?
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please quit referring to unfortunate people as sheep or idiots or other bad words.  Please think about how we can and must win over

people to our side by education which is exactly why we should be here.  I know that such education can be dihcult and sometimes

truly impossible.  Sometimes an individual would rather die than switch.  I've seen it go both ways.   I'm not asking you to die for

anyone, but please know that we need friends.  Would you want to be friends with someone who despises you?  You may think you're a

secret person, commenting anonymously, but each one of us can and will be publicly viewed as somehow connected with Dr. Mercola.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I get what you are saying but they despise us and that will never change. You cannot win over someone determined to hate you

and impervious to facts or reason. I no longer try communicating with them. They are not sheep, because sheep are gentle,

affectionate, and good natured. They love to be with the Rock. The vaxxholes enjoy the status quo. They are mean as snakes,

misanthropic, and spiteful. They obviously prefer isolation to human companionship. That's their choice, but they want to force

it--and that jab of death their suicide cult worships--on the rest of us. I have come to the point where I just don't care if they die

or get hopelessly crippled. They've been warned repeatedly and scream how we're evil and trying to contaminate/kill everyone.

HOPELESS. Fine. Willfully stupid vaxxholes gotta vaxx till they die. As long as they stay away from me. You can't Gx such

arrogant ignorance.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The "Bamboozle" or "Common Sense."  The game plays you, or you play the game.
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When are WE all going to start sending in the following question to all of the MSM outlets:  “When are going to start covering and

investigating all of the vaccine deaths?”  And name names of the deceased!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/28/2021 2:15:28 PM
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can you imagine for decades the hue-and-cry politically was that tens of millions of people were desperate for the golden ticket of

wonderful health coverage if only it weren't so gosh darn expensive. These people were shut out of treatments that may have actually

helped them! And now at every turn the government is trying to inject every single person with questionable new medicines multiple

times, whether they want it or not!
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Charly ali
Joined On 12/13/2007 12:12:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pipblanc, I am going through, almost the identical experience with my husband. It just makes going through this whole crisis harder, to

not be in sync, with the person you are living with.
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JERSEYTONY
Joined On 11/14/2021 1:59:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

BOOSTER NUMBER 17! www.bitchute.com/.../ZhFZIOppSDUJ
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And the Global biased "ERSATZ "testing methods are the causes of so much false hype. Right?  The PCR protocol in Cov19 = Einstein's

theory of insanity.  Repeating an unreliable same thing over and over, expecting different results.
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JERSEYTONY
Joined On 11/14/2021 1:59:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bhakdi/Burkhardt pathology results show 93% of people who died after being vaccinated were killed by the vaccine

mail.yahoo.com/d/folders/1/messages/AB_dORxNYrQCYctOQAWZmJUNu-Y   Why is Japan crushing COVID

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/why-is-japan-crushing-covid?token=eyJ1c2VyX..
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mjnelson999
Joined On 11/8/2019 4:52:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NO VAX for me, probably ever. I look for prevention and possible TREATMENTS that they ignore.
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ChefBambu
Joined On 8/30/2021 9:55:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Solicit a Republican in Congress with cojones (if you can Gnd one) to challenge NIH/FDA/Fauci to a televised debate; the governments

medical experts verses the medical experts against the Jab.  Until this happens no body wins.
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chrisphillips
Joined On 9/27/2010 9:26:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

i say thank you over and over and do not take you for granted, dr m.
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lpga2021
Joined On 5/2/2021 10:36:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Open Payments Data - CMS  search payments made by drug companies to doctors and teaching hospitals.  They are all in on the

vaccines for $$$$$.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ran across this document today - www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../NBK349040   "Rapid Medical Countermeasure Response to Infectious

Diseases: Enabling Sustainable Capabilities Through Ongoing Public and Private Sector Partnerships: Workshop Summary." dated 12

Feb 2016. Here is PDF: www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK344339/pdf/Bookshelf_NBK344339.pdf
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Shasha
Joined On 5/10/2007 4:23:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maybe the mutations/variants maybe less dangerous since they are man made and may degrade? God is stronger than man. Pray

what they plan for harm doesn't work and people get natural help instead of keep going for Conventional help which may not help

except cover symptoms. Did the shots ever work? No. They may make the Spike protein nonstop in a person which burdens their

immune system and which they shed to others. This is not a vaccine, but a bio-weapon/gene change/way to lower the population. A

different kind of war on your own people by the elite who are playing god.
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EmilyHarbour
Joined On 7/25/2021 5:51:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"God s stronger than man" you claim. Then you claim a "war on your own people by the elite who are playing god." How can the

elite be "playing God", if "God is stronger than man". I think your analogy is Rawed and irrelevant. There is no god helping out

here at all. Also if he is stronger, it is about time he showed up. I won't be holding my breath.
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Shasha
Joined On 5/10/2007 4:23:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God helps people daily. If you are disconnected from God you may not see HIS actions/blessings. They are playing god, small

god...fake god. They are on the 'dark side". People are dying daily who see the real God.  There are many miracles, but people

can't be passive and do nothing. There are people who are holding the corrupt accountable. They have been corrupt a long time

and can lie easily assuming they will get away with it again. The people I know have a good life are connected to God. God is

there, but people maybe on a different frequency like a different radio station and don't tune him in.  God is not absent.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You said it yourself. "God is stronger than man." Since He doesn't like it when men exult themselves by playing Him, I guess He'll

topple the elitists when the time is right.
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Shasha
Joined On 5/10/2007 4:23:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God is active. Things are being exposed. He may restore America and the world from the hands of the corrupt and help the

people who got hurt by the vax heal with natural help. God can do all things. People are coming to God and learning about

natural help. Kids saw their family more. People learned what was most important and learned what was valuable/right/good.

Parents got involved in the kids education and government. People are praying more and connecting with God more. Good

things are happening. The "dark side" people are trying to gain the whole world, but may lose their soul. Much is being exposed

and people can over come evil with good/God. God bless!
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I always say nature trumps the ego of man every time...
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A friend of mine got both Moderna jabs and is thinking about getting the booster. Her diverticulitis had completely been healed and

she got it again after the jab. I told her that the reason it came back is because of the jabs. She believes in it. I tried to warn her
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Shasha
Joined On 5/10/2007 4:23:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gluten may hurt the gut lining. These shots burden the immune system and cause more autoimmune attacks.
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

lovestosing6 - you mentioned an AIDS panel.  Read this article & watch the video.  This is exactly what Dr. Nathan Thompson did.  All

of the evidence is right there in the video...dailyusa24.com/2021/12/27/warning-the-coming-vaxx-booster-twist-that-n..
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EmilyHarbour
Joined On 7/25/2021 5:51:47 AM
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Except that the article is full of google ads. As they are part of the problem, maybe something is wrong here?
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To further demonstrate this, read this article & be sure to watch the video, which provides all the evidence that is

needed...dailyusa24.com/2021/12/27/warning-the-coming-vaxx-booster-twist-that-n..
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A woman confronts and exposes Justin Trudeau as a globalist stooge and traitor to Canada:  twitter.com/.../1474738443137818631
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MyLucky10
Joined On 1/7/2010 9:49:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fauci is a weasel and must be stopped. He serves zero contribution to society.
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just how do you propose to stop him when he has the backing of the American government. the WHO, the WEF, Gates, and other

sovereign states including the Vatican. This is not just about Fauci, it is about an organised devolution of the democratic and

civilised world as we know it and has been planned since at least the 1950s.
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MaryRN
Joined On 11/23/2009 11:22:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Now we have proof that the "dark Forces" are killing us, not just attempting to.  It is just taking them longer than they thought it would,

next thing New York's new law will become National policy.
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EmilyHarbour
Joined On 7/25/2021 5:51:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No it will not, stop spreading fear mongering predictions..
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does anyone know if hospitals are obligated to treat with a ceratin protocol if the PATIENT requests (insists on) or will they not treat

you then, or u are at their “mercy”. ???   Any healthcare workers out there or anyone who knows for certain id appreciate your input on

this just in case.
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allielov5
Joined On 9/20/2020 9:19:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can someone please tell me if it's safe to take black cumin seed oil as it's high in Omega 6 linoleic acid -- I've read it can be potentially

harmful to your heart to get too much of that Omega 6. I want to try it to combat shedding from my vaxed husband and other vaxxed

people I interact with each day.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/28/2021 4:03:30 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

kritters
Joined On 1/6/2009 6:02:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Dr Mercola for all your contributions and intestinal fortitude over these years I've been following you. I realize this won't be a

popular comment, but it hit me the other night (long story) after seeing my laptop screen loaded with "dust". feeling pain in my sinus

area (not Ru symptoms) and having friends get sick all of a sudden the day after our gathering. I absolutely believe this covidiot

nonsense is nothing more than 5G combined with SMART DUST from chemtrails, and microwaves and cell phones all together, with

people not getting enough Ruids and too much sugar. I searched looking for towers near us and what a joke. I know my body. I am a

lay person trying to put it all together. No way can 6 people boom come down with "Ru" symptoms, get sick and then recover within 24

hours. This is all BS and the 5 G is killing us. Would love to know your thoughts on that.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/28/2021 8:38:27 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I felt something coming on last week 2 times. It was too much holiday parties with bad food and drinking.  I did a good detox

and gone in 8 hours both times. the Grst bout was an ear ache. I used heated olive oil with garlic clove.  I use the hydrogen

peroxide in the nebulizer too. Upped the C and got some sun and grounding and poof gone in 8 hours.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/28/2021 9:33:14 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They have been researching the use of nano technology use inside the human body for some time. They have succeeded in

some fashion otherwise the push for the nano technology in the "jabs" would not be possible. Just a few links for your

information: "Molecular communication nanonetworks inside human body" nwcl.ku.edu.tr/.../J36.pdf  ~ "Ultrasonic multiplexing

network for implantable medical devices"  patentimages.storage.googleapis.com/27/b4/74/e78da7a68b1e7c/US10790946..  

"An Energy Balance clustering Routing Protocol for Intra Body Wireless Nanosensor Networks"

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC6891516  ~ "Opto-ultrasonic communications for wireless intra-body nanonetworks"

www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1878778914000027  ~ "Medium access control schemes for ultrasonic

communications in the body based on second order statistics"

patentimages.storage.googleapis.com/5c/d2/64/b86dc21df318f5/US10506927..  ~ "Acoustic communication for medical

nanorobots" www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1878778912000154?via%3D..  

"The Intra Body Nano Network" media2-production.mightynetworks.com/asset/32657163/Intra-body_nano-ne..  and

www.youtube.com/watch  ~ About the DARPA Embedded Entrepreneurship Initiative - everyone should be aware of what DARPA

is doing. "DARPA has helped lay the foundations for some of society's most transformational technologies: the internet,

miniaturized GPS, smart phones, RNA vaccines, stealth, commercial space access, and autonomous vehicles."

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/28/2021 10:12:21 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

joe4723
Joined On 2/16/2020 6:05:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does anyone no where to get Ivermectin?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/28/2021 9:55:33 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Has anyone checked out Mark Zuckerberg's eyes recently? How long has he been micro-dosing for?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/28/2021 2:04:00 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Fabienne773
Joined On 7/20/2006 3:32:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does anyone know how long people shed from these jabs? Thank you!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/28/2021 1:03:26 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I absolutely cannot say but I work commercially as a massage therapist and see many vaccinated people in a day where I am

literally diving into their bodies! So I just make a proactive point of doing a cleansing ritual in the day and night. I guess what I

feel in people might be called shedding, I have been feeling a general Rising toxicity in people for years and often it just seems

like something is amplifying that. There are different ways I can achieve a cleanse but ideally I like to go for an ocean swim in

the day before work off of Massachusetts, and then do an infrared sauna at night after work, as well as maybe just standing out

and looking up at the stars and the (Planets!) with my bare feet in the ground. Those are some of my main ones as self-defense.

Adaptive supplements have become more important also. I love cistus tea!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/28/2021 3:41:20 PM
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NAC works well in detox too

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/28/2021 10:55:14 PM
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sonya2011
Joined On 6/16/2011 3:01:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm wondering how having close relationships with vaccinated can affect unvaccinated?  If boyfriend is vaccinated + boosterеd and

girlfriend is unvaccinated? Appreciate all your responses. Dr. Mercola, it'll be great if you can write an article about it.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/28/2021 12:50:51 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I want someone unvaxxed because he would probably know what's really going on and wouldn't be dead in less than 3 years. If

that French guy was right.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/28/2021 10:00:04 PM
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shampoo1
Joined On 8/4/2021 5:21:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Another spot-on Mercola article capturing the effects of this atrocity.  Thank you for all of your enlightenment!!   So now I hear our

lovely state (CA... Yes, I know.  We are trying to get outta here!) has reinstated their zero visitation policy in hospitals.  This is so tough

for me with 3 very sick parents with recently worsened Dementia... and now all 3 with Heart Failure after their jabs, new valve

regurgitation, etc.  So unfair they will have to be alone during their visits!  We have one extended family member who was in over

Christmas alone on a feeding tube.  She’s an ICU nurse that turned suddenly ill and lost 50 pounds.  She was thin to begin with.  Still

awaiting the diagnosis on this one. She’s so sick and all alone!   And I’m pretty sure this regulation also applies to babies’ visits. My

daughter is terriGed they will shoot up her baby if he ever ends up hospitalized for any reason.  We are sure that’s coming!  

Dr, you have so much to cover, and each article hits a needed subject beautifully, but I wonder if maybe at some point you would write

an article on dealing with the emotional part of this whole mess. Mass murder, child mandates (this absolutely kills me!), Marxist

takeovers, losses of freedoms, losses of jobs, losses of family (many of ours won’t see us... they are truly sicker than the illness they

are running from), uprooting and moving, lockdowns, CRT forced on our kids, so much more.  The tapping technique you’ve covered in

the past, tips for sleeplessness, adaptogenics, cortisol (those 3am panic wake ups! Dr Dale Bredesen once wrote “L Trytophan for

Ruminations”.  That shuts off my 3am crazy mind if I take it at my 3am jolt wake up. Perfect!  It’s the ONLY remedy that works).

Exercise, sauna, Gsh oil/CBD/ anti-inRammatories for the brain, social interactions, community involvement, and therapy might be

some suggestions?... I think a comprehensive guide at some point might be of value to many.  This is such new and unwelcome

territory.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I am doing a lot of work now with people's eyes! The eyes control everything! They are like hands for the brain! They can literally

materially touch all of the cranial nerves and set things right. They can directly inRuence all of the nerves throughout the body

by their movements. You can control all aspects of your nervous system Through The Eyes. Tom Brady knows this. Jesus Christ

knew this. Drugs work on the eyes.
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Just whatever you do get them out of the Gxed frontal position. People have their eyes stuck in that position, and the cranial

nerves surrounding that area are in a calciGed state. When that happens you put yourself in a low-level Right or Gght mode that

you (feel like!) you can never get out of. All of the tension throughout the entire body comes through the eyes and it can all be

set right by working with the eyes. I can coach you through all of this!
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Lay down right now or whenever you can and simply relax the eyes. Let the eyes close and sink heavily into their sockets, then

take them to the sides to the periphery where the temples and cheekbones meet. The temples are like little houses for the eyes.

It is like Basecamp where they can go and rest in a neutral position before they go off and explore the rest of the body. From

there there is never any reason to go back to center, that is the circle of hell! Let the eyes sink down across the cheekbones at a

sloping angle until they are looking right to the back of the head, at the base of the skull. Just rest there and explore that area.

That is where you go in deep sleep so you can catch some peace by looking there and establishing neural connections to that

area between the eyes and the cranial nerves. They are actually all one unit and can push and pull in the same direction. If you

feel a magnetic pull to some area in the cranium go there and slowly allow the eyes to look right into that area. Ask your eyes

what they think about all of this. They are like little planets and they can move in every direction, but they are tired of being

underused from just staring straight ahead at all the Bullshit!
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Dr. Mercola I’d like your opinion on the covid vaccine coming out made by Novavax. They claim it is more of a “real” vaccine … not

mRNA technology. It seems to have been actually trial tested.
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Trial tested is meaningless, unless it is over a decade, with millions of participants from all age groups. Not enough time has

elapsed for any vaccine to have been properly trial tested since 2019.
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Novavax, a protein based regular type vaccine , along with Valneva, an even older style (inactivated whole virus) true vaccine,

and which is potentially much more variant proof than Novavax, is awaiting MHRA approval in the UK.  Novavax has just been

given EMA approval in Europe, Valneva approval expected end of January. I believe  Novavax has not yet completed its

submission for FDA approval.   Both have reported high ehcacy and safety data and of course are long lasting and block

transmission.  Obviously, both are a boon with the increase in  mandates; however, their use is going to be mainly determined by

governments who are already heavily committed to PGzer etc.
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Regarding Dr. Mercola's recommendation to purchase a electric Trek S Portable Nebulizer, I can't determine on Amazon which one is

the one he is talking about.  Can someone post the model or other relevant information?  Thanks so much.
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Lois, I bought mine from ShopNebulizer, and it goes under the brand name of "Pari".  Haven't used it yet, as overcoming the

inertia of trying to Ggure out yet one more new thing has suddenly become overwhelming... but it may be wise to force the issue

sooner rather than later.
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Trek S Battery Operated Piston... www.amazon.com/.../B07CJQ6QCT
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grandmax4ever
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You also need to purchase the face mask separately, it does not come with the Trek nebulizer …
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And they are already onto a 4th booster in Israel. Great article, reposted at notmyarm.com Thanks Dr. Mercola.

notmyarm.com/.../mercola-com-articles
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A question: what about the PGzer's paxlovid cocktail? Is it another safe treatment alternative to being vaxed?
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PGzer have been Gned billions for fraud, bribery, deception etc. Asking if it is a safe treatment from Phizer, the words safe and

Phizer are mutually exclusive and oxymorons.
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Missed a Mercola article? Come Gnd some at notmyarm.com/.../mercola-com-articles
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Thank you!
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM
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I wonder what part of THE FRANKENSHOT POISON JAB'S ARE THE ILLNESS! The so called virus has NEVER been isolated OR puriGed,

so therefore IT DOES NOT EXIST! The fear porn is their psyop to get people scared enough to get the jab! trump showed his ultimate

true colors in his interview by Candace Owens last week! trump is part of the swamp psyop to try to get his supporters to take the

jab......problem is, the are smarter than the scumbag gives them credit for. trump lost 95% of his supporters after that interview.

F-HIM!
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ScanKat
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Wake up: No virus has been identiGed.
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So what? Before there were any vaccines, thousands of doctors, nurses, carers, baggage handlers and passenger transport

drivers kicked the bucket. So what if a virus has not been identiGed. A pathogen has been released and is contagious, just like a

virus. I don't care whether it has been identiGed or not, what I do care about is the spreading of whatever you ant to call it.
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karlspid
Joined On 6/16/2008 5:09:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

EmilyH 1. by medical, and even legal, deGnition, genetical engineering jabs are not vaccines 2. we are talking 99.7% survival

rate, and that stat is even with the withholding of effective front-line therapeutics
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visiwig
Joined On 3/8/2016 8:44:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wait a minute..."consider Ruoxetine"  !!!  You gotta be kidding me?  I'd rather have any number of vaccines than get hooked on an

SSRI!!!!   This is very very bad advice. SSRI's are one of the worst of Big Pharma's money spinners!  They destroy lives, destroy your

brain, you can't come off them...Ask Dr Peter Breggin!
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EmilyHarbour
Joined On 7/25/2021 5:51:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trust but verify. So credence to you.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Exactly! WTF
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smi7896
Joined On 10/5/2017 2:10:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Before too many respond to Dr. M's article, I would like to ask everybody: Do we have too many people on the Earth, and if so, what can

be humanely done about it?  I don't mean eliminating people, only how to wisely persuade folks to maybe have only 2 kids, or so.  Tax

incentives, or increases (in tax rate) if your family becomes too large?  Seriously, things are gonna become unmanageable if we don't

consider options.
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Yeoj56
Joined On 2/26/2018 8:52:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you are a Christian then there is nothing about breaking an edict from God/Jesus Christ that is “humane” or valid. How did

puny man get so lofty?
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's the kind of thing that leads to government control invading our bedroom. Is this what we all want? I dont' wish it on

anybody. Taxing, etc is not the solution. Education is. Then let people make their own free choices.
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cmeshine
Joined On 11/14/2006 2:38:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nature takes care of populations that get too out of hand. Since nature (not frankenscience) hasn’t done anything to slow down

human population, I assume it is still in reasonable ranges.  I trust nature, not man.
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therealjones
Joined On 10/8/2010 5:59:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Every person on earth, yes the billions, could all have a 2X2 foot space, and all would Gt in Cuyahoga county in Ohio, or just

about any county. Hard to believe, so do the math. What's the world population, and how many square feet in Cuyahoga county?

No the earth is not overpopulated.
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FewThereBe
Joined On 10/12/2021 11:44:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Over-population is a hoax too. Assuming there really are "7 billion people on earth," you could Gt them all in Texas with a lower

density than the most-dense cities in the world. (However, the count is probably a lie too. They lie about everything). You can do

the calculation yourself. There is an a-g-e-n-d-a at play; a UN culling operation. See the Georgia Guidestones. The Bible tells us:

Genesis 11 + Psalm 2.
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EmilyHarbour
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Add as Friend  Send Message

if your family becomes too large?  Too large for who? The Eugenicists? The Cabals whose offshore accounts are not large

enough, so they want to mine the earth of other nations without interference. With proper wealth distribution, there are not too

many people on this planet, just too many vile and evil Eugenicist scambags, who need to be strung up.
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raheemavernet
Joined On 8/2/2020 5:54:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What a bunch of nonsense. They play with computerized DNA sequences. It is time for Dr. Mercola to address the absence of any

proof of the existence of a puriGed SARS-COV-2, and any other so-called virus for that matter. We hope Dr. Mercola will enter this

rabbit hole and let us know what he thinks about it. needtoknow.news/2021/06/scientist-shows-cell-death-in-lab-experiments-..
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Are you suggesting that viruses do not exist?
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

raheemavernet        whether Dr. Mercola ascribes to this or not, I believe this is too much of a hot potato to undertake.

Lanka/Kaufman/Cowan et al, have to my satisfaction demonstrated that what passes for viruses is actually a long lineage of

tissue cultures that have erroneously been deemed viruses. The MSM would create Strawman narratives and distort and mock

the analysis of those three men and all those who support it. The net effect would be that such a scenario would undermine

much of the good that Dr. Mercola has accomplished. Given the current political landscape in "science", advocating (not a

suggestion but an opinion) strong immunity and biological terrain versus Germ Theory would, IMO, be less heretical and stand a

better chance than debunking the existence of viruses.
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